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Normally, a replicated file requires an intricate control process to ensure data integrity in all file
copies after each change. For distributed systems with a high ratio of read transactions compared
to write transactions, however, such critical control may be unnecessary. The Entire Transaction
Propagator (ETP) provides an alternative replicated file concept using a less critical control process,
but with virtually all the other advantages of replicated files.

ETP allows Adabas users to have duplicate, or replicate, database files in a single database or
distributed network. The copies can be distributed throughout a network to provide quick,
economical access at user locations.

This documentation contains all information required to use Software AG's Entire Transaction
Propagator (ETP) for replicate database files. The documentation describes the replicate file concept
used by ETP, how it operates and how to control ETP using its online maintenance system.

The ETPdocumentation is intended for thosewho are planning for distributed database processing,
are looking for a solution that combines databases into a central database resource, or are installing
or already using a distributed Adabas/Net-work system.

Describes the new features introduced with the current version of
ETP.

Features, Enhancements and
Corrections in ETP Version 1.5.2

Describes the ETP concept for replicated files. Readers of this chapter
will see the advantages of an ETP environment, and be able to
recognize the benefits for their own specific requirements.

Introducing ETP

Provides start-up information as well as tips for operating ETP most
effectively.

ETP Setup

Explains the ETP user program considerations.Programming ETP

Describes the ETP onlinemaintenance and how the ETP administrator
can use them to manage ETP to ensure the most effective operation.

Operations and Administration

Describes the ETP Interface for CICS required for using ETPwith 3GL
programs under CICS.

ETP Interface for CICS

Defines the terms that are referred to in the ETP documentation.Glossary of ETP Terms
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Dokument-Konventionen

BeschreibungKonvention

>Kennzeichnet Elemente auf einem Bildschirm.Fettschrift

Kennzeichnet Namen und Orte von Diensten im Format
Ordner.Unterordner.Dienst, Programmierschnittstellen (APIs), Namen von
Klassen, Methoden und Properties in Java.

Nichtproportionale
Schrift

Kennzeichnet:Kursivschrift

Variablen, für die Sie situations- oder umgebungsspezifische Werte angeben
müssen.
Neue Begriffe, wenn sie erstmals im Text auftreten.
Verweise auf andere Dokumentationsquellen.

Kennzeichnet:Nichtproportionale
Schrift

Text, den Sie eingeben müssen.
Meldungen, die vom System angezeigt werden.
Programmcode.

Zeigt eine Reihe von Auswahlmöglichkeiten an, von denen Sie eine auswählen
müssen. Geben Sie nur die innerhalb der geschweiften Klammern vorhandenen
Informationen ein. Geben Sie nicht die Klammersymbole { } ein.

{ }

Trennt zwei sich gegenseitig ausschließende Auswahlmöglichkeiten in einer
Syntaxzeile voneinander ab. Geben Sie eine derAuswahlmöglichkeiten ein. Geben
Sie nicht das Symbol | ein.

|

Zeigt eine oder mehrere Optionen an. Geben Sie nur die innerhalb der eckigen
Klammern vorhandenen Informationen ein. Geben Sie nicht die Klammersymbole
[ ] ein.

[ ]

Zeigt an, dass Sie mehrere Auswahlmöglichkeiten desselben Typs eingeben
können. Geben Sie nur die Informationen ein. Geben Sie nicht die drei
Auslassungspunkte (...) ein.

...

Online-Informationen und Support

Software AG Documentation Website

Die Dokumentation zu den Produkten der Software AG ist auf der Documentation Website der
Software AG unter http://documentation.softwareag.com verfügbar. Um Zugang zu erhalten,
müssen Sie sich mit den erforderlichen Authentifizierungsdaten bei der Product Support Site
Empower der Software AG anmelden. Falls Sie keine Authentifizierungsdaten haben, können Sie
die TECHcommunity Website benutzen.
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Software AG Empower Product Support Website

Falls Sie noch kein Benutzerkonto für Empower haben, können Sie eine E-Mail an empower@soft-
wareag.com senden. Geben Sie darin Ihren Namen, den Namen Ihrer Firma und deren E-Mail-
Adresse an und beantragen Sie die Einrichtung eines Benutzerkontos.

Wenn Sie ein Benutzerkonto erhalten haben, können Sie den eService-Bereich von Empower unter
https://empower.softwareag.com/ aufrufen und dort Support-Fälle online öffnen.

Informationen zu Software AG-Produkten finden Sie auf der Empower Product Support Website
unter https://empower.softwareag.com.

Unter Products & Documentation können Sie Anträge bezüglich Produktmerkmalen und -
verbesserungen einreichen, Informationen über die Verfügbarkeit von Produkten abrufen und
Produkt-Software herunterladen.

ImKnowledgeCenterfinden Sie Informationen zuProgrammkorrekturen (Fixes) und frühzeitige
Warnungen, technische Abhandlungen (Papers) und Artikel aus der Wissensdatenbank.

Wenn Sie noch Fragen haben und telefonisch mit uns Kontakt aufnehmen möchten, können Sie
imGlobal Support Contact Directory unterhttps://empower.softwareag.com/public_directory.asp
eine der dort für Ihr Land angegebenen örtlichen oder gebührenfreien Telefonnummern auswählen.

Software AG TECHcommunity

Die Software AG TECHcommunity Website unter http://techcommunity.softwareag.com bietet
Ihnen Dokumentationen und technische Informationen.

■ Sie können auf Produkt-Dokumentationen zugreifen, wenn Sie die erforderlichen Authentifiz-
ierungsdaten für die TECHcommunity haben. Andernfalls müssen Sie sich registrieren und
"Documentation" als Interessengebiet angeben.

■ Sie erhalten Zugang zu Artikeln, Code-Beispielen, Vorführungen und Lernprogrammen.
■ Sie können an von Software AG-Experten moderierten Online-Diskussionsforen teilnehmen,
um Fragen zu stellen, über bewährte Methoden und Prozesse (Best Practices) zu diskutieren
und zu erfahren, wie andere Kunden die Technologien der Software AG nutzen.

■ Sie können Links auf externe Websites benutzen, die sich mit offenen Standards und Web-
Technologien befassen.
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Datenschutz

Produkte der Software AG liefern Funktionalität bezüglich der Verarbeitung von personenbezo-
genen Daten gemäß der Datenschutz-Grundverordnung (DSGVO) der Europäischen Union.
Gegebenenfalls sind in der betreffenden Systemverwaltungsdokumentation entsprechende Schritte
dokumentiert.
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2 Features, Enhancements and Corrections in ETP Version

1.5.2

This section describes the new features, enhancements and corrections that apply to the Version
1.5.2 of the Entire Transaction Propagator (ETP).

■ Error Corrections:
ETP Version 1.5.2 contains all Zaps and INPL updates applied to ETP Version 1.5.1 as error
corrections.

■ Database IDs:
ETP now supports DBIDs in the range of 1 to 65535. However, the value of 255 remains excluded.

■ File Numbers:
ETP now supports file numbers in the range of 1 to 65535.

■ Master Files and Log Files:
Themaximumnumber ofmaster files per database has been increased to 512. Also, themaximum
number of log files per database IDs has been increased to 512.

■ Replicate Files:
For a specific log file, transactionsmay be replicated to up to 65535 databases. A specific replicate
databasemay have amaximumof 512 replicate files defined forwhich transactions are replicated
from that log file. Other log filesmay also have up to 512 replicate files belonging to that database.

■ Conversion of Existing Administration Files:
Existing administration files will be converted automatically when the MENU program is started.
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ETP Concept

The concept of a distributed database provides much greater operating efficiency and flexibility
while at the same time offering almost unlimited data capacity. Such a “networked” database
structuremeans that the portion of the database data needed by, for example, CorporateOperations
or Personnel can be located on local systems and still be available corporate-wide as part of the
common database resource.

One particularly appealing feature of distributed databases is the possibility of having duplicate
copies of data at those locations where the data is needed most. This concept allows duplicate
copies of a data file to be located throughout the database network, yet the copies are viewed lo-
gically by users as a single file.

However, maintaining the duplicate data in each location has generally alsomeant a sophisticated
control mechanism to ensure simultaneous integrity among all copies of the duplicate data. Al-
though effective and proven, such “fail-safe” data integrity is often not necessary for some user
environments. Software AG's ETP offers a cost-effective alternative to these more sophisticated
systems for installations that do not require absolutely simultaneous integrity in their duplicate
data resource.

ETP holds the duplicate data at each location in a replicate file (see the figure A Basic ETP File
Structure). The replicate file is a read-only image of data held in a master file. The replicate files
are “refreshed” periodically if changes have been made to the master file. If and when refreshing
is done and which replicate files are refreshed are the choice of the ETP administrator.

Entire Transaction Propagator10
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A Basic ETP File Structure
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Data Integrity Choices

Conventional database design standards require replicated files to have “full integrity”. Thismeans
that, whenever a logical record is available to a user program, all replicated copies of the record
must contain identical and up-to-date information, regardless of where or how often the record
is duplicated. Although a program performs an update transaction to only one local copy, all
other copies must first be changed to reflect the transaction before another program refers to that
information. It is the job of the distributed database management system (DDBMS) to ensure that
all copies of the replicated file are identical and accurate at all times.

In practice, managing a replicated file to ensure data consistency in all copies requires using a
concept known as “two-phase commit” logic.Here, a program that changes a replicated file receives
a confirmation of the completed change only after all active copies throughout the distributed
database have been changed. If one of the copies becomes unavailable, it must first be “resynchron-
ized” with the other copies to restore absolute database integrity. One can imagine the need for
such high integrity in an airline reservation system, which has a high rate of change and possible
contention.

In many database environments, however, the need for such complete integrity is not as critical.
Branch offices, for example, require frequent access to item inventories to obtain item descriptions
and prices for customer billing. Copies of the item inventory data set, which is normally revised
only by themain office, can be located at each branch office. The rate of change to the item inventory
data set is relatively low; each location reads the data set frequently but changes it infrequently,
if at all.

Using the Entire Transaction Propagator (ETP), Adabas database systems with a high rate of read
transactions but a low update rate can have the benefits of replicated files without the complex
controls needed by systems with high transaction/contention rates. Using a “master/replicate”
system of control, ETP resynchronizes all replicate copies with a master copy at user-specified
intervals.

Generally,most database requests are read requests. Even in systemswhere the requests aremostly
STORE/DELETE/UPDATE (referred to generally in this text as update) operations rather than read re-
quests, the update operations are often to only a small part of the overall distributed database.
Frequently, the update requests come froma limited number of users and/or locations. Restructuring
the data to “move it closer”, logically speaking, to its principal “owners” and users can improve
the overall system efficiency. Then, using ETP, each master file can be located where change
activity is highest for that file, with replicate copies of the master file at other locations for local
read-only use.

ETP also allows the replicate file copies to be “tailored”. If a particular location needs only a small
portion of the overall data resource, ETP allows creation of a replicate copy containing only the
needed records.

Entire Transaction Propagator12
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How ETP Operates

ETP provides the convenience of replicate files using a “master/replicate” concept. Here, themore
frequent read requests are satisfied by the nearest replicate copy, while the occasional update re-
quests are applied only on the master file. In addition, changes to the master copy are logged. At
user-defined intervals, the replicate copy is updated with the logged changes.

In this way, the requests for reading data are resolved locally, independent of the activity in other
copies andwith no network activity. Programsmaking update requests affect only the master file,
and therefore need anAdabas end-of-transaction (ET) fromonly themaster copy before continuing
their operation.

Any updates made to the master file are logged in the related log file; the database operations
used for logging are part of the same transaction as the original update operation; therefore, data
integrity, including the log file contents, is automatically preserved by normal Adabas safeguards.

As for any Adabas file, incomplete or otherwise unsuccessful updates transactions are restored
or removed (“backed out”) by the normal Adabas restart/recovery facility.

13Entire Transaction Propagator
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A Basic ETP Replicate File with Support Files

ETP File Structure

To manage the master file and replicate file copies, other “background” files support the ETP en-
vironment as shown in the figure A Basic ETP Replicate File with Support Files, above.

Each master file has a log file for recording update transactions. All updates are recorded in the
log file as soon as they are applied to the master file. The log file, which must be on the same
database as themaster file, can serve all master files on a database, is the source for update inform-
ation when ETP resynchronizes replicate files with their master file.

Whenever replicate files are resynchronized, the replicate files are updated and the resynchroniz-
ation is recorded in a confirmation file. As with the master file's log file, a confirmation file must be

Entire Transaction Propagator14
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located on the same database as the related replicate files, and can serve one ormore replicate files
on the database.

To control overall ETP operation an administration file contains the definition of all master/replicate
file definitions, their relationships and physical locations. The administration file, which should
be located on every nucleus having a master file, is the source of all information used by the ETP
Replication Tasks to perform the actual master/replicate file resynchronization.

The log, confirmation and administration files can all be on one Adabas file when all master and
replicate files are on the same physical database.However, the files are presented in this document
as separate files to depict a more flexible ETP environment.

Replication Task Control

The ETP Replication Tasks actually resynchronize the replicate files with their master files. Each
time a replication task is started or restarted, it checks the log files for themaster files in the admin-
istration file. If the log files contain uncompleted changes-that is, logged changes not yet applied
to the replicate files, the task applies those changes to the corresponding replicate files.

The first resynchronization occurs when a task is first started. A task can be started in one of three
ways:

■ Manually by the ETP administrator;
■ By a user program invoked after each ET on the master file;
■ At regular time intervals.

When or how often a task restarts depends on the values set at installation or by the ETP adminis-
trator. Tasks are stopped or restarted and/or placed under ET program or self-restart interval
control using the ETP maintenance utility.

Themaintenance utility, amenu-driven facility for setting up andmanaging ETP operation, allows
you to:

■ Define master and replicate files;
■ Control Replication Task operation;
■ Set up user/system profiles;

For further details, refer to the ETP maintenance utility documentation.

15Entire Transaction Propagator
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Replicate Files fromMaster File Record Subsets
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Tailoring and Tuning ETP

Although the possibility of inconsistency between themaster and the replicate files is theoretically
greater thanwith the two-phase commit concept, ETP offers “tailoring and tuning”of the individual
replicate copies, which can remove virtually any chance for differences to occur.

The “tailoring”ability of ETP allows you to define each replicate file copy for the needs of a partic-
ular location. In other words, the replicate file can contain either all data in the master file, or only
the data needed at a particular location, as shown in the figure Replicate Files fromMaster File
Record Subsets. This can reduce the need for “refreshing” the replicate file, since only a portion
of the complete master file is represented.

The “tuning” ability in ETP allows you to control exactly when master/replicate synchronization
occurs. You determine when resynchronization occurs by specifying when to start the ETP replic-
ation tasks. The choices for task start are:

■ Manually at any time using the task control facilities of the maintenance utility;
■ After each successful end-of-transaction (ET) on a master file, using your own program. You
can make the ET control effective for specific master files (and their related replicate files);

■ At regular self-restart intervals defined for all log files and the replicate databases to which the
related master files are replicated. Multiple tasks can be run in parallel to:
■ Process different sets of log files;
■ Replicate to different replicate databases;
■ Have different self-restart intervals.

Resynchronization Modes

The following examples show how ETP operates in the three resynchronization modes:

■ Manual Control
■ ET Program Control
■ Self-Restart Interval Control

17Entire Transaction Propagator
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Manual Control

The figure below shows the basic operating sequence for a simple ETP environment of onemaster
and one replicate file. The first two read transactions access the “old” replicate file. The single
update transaction updates the “old” master file to “new” status.

After the change is actually applied to the master file, the program issues an end-of-transaction
(ET) to denote that the update is complete.

By default, a task is executed only once to resynchronize master and replicate files. If the task is
executed with a self-restart interval, all master and replicate files defined in the related adminis-
tration file are resynchronized. Manual control is intended for resynchronizing of the ETP envir-
onment online.

Entire Transaction Propagator18
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Master/Replicate File Synchronization (Manual Control)

If all tasks have been stopped by means of the “Control Tasks” direct command, task execution
for the current administration file is disabled; that is, no tasks can be executed. After task execution
has been re-enabled, the tasks must be started manually by the ETP administrator.

ET Program Control

The figure below shows the ETP operation when the Adabas End-of-Transaction (ET) controls
task operation.

19Entire Transaction Propagator
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Master/Replicate File Synchronization (ET Program Control)

The programmust first be defined to and enabled by ETP as described under Programming ETP.
The parameters passed to the program are described under ET-Time User Program.

Each master file that runs under ET program control must enable the program control. If a master
file neither invokes ET program control nor operates under self-restart interval control, it and its
replicate files can only be resynchronized under manual control.

If any of the master files which are updated in a transaction have enabled ET program control,
the user-defined program is started after the ET command has been successfully executed.

Entire Transaction Propagator20
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Self-Restart Interval Control

A fully automaticmethod of operation is the self-restart interval control. By defining and enabling
an “elapsed time” between restarts, you can force Replication Tasks to resynchronize master files
with replicate files. The figure below shows an example of this type of operation.

To run ETP in self-restart mode, you must define a time interval and then enable self-restart oper-
ation. You can define a different self-restart interval for every replication task.

Caution: Self-restart resynchronization is intended for batch operation, and is not recommen-
ded for online operation; the terminal is locked during self-restart resynchronization. Self-
restart resynchronizationmust not be usedwhen running openUTM, TIAM or IMS because
a processor loop may result.
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Master/Replicate File Synchronization (Interval Control)
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This document gives hints on how to define the ETP environment for the maximum performance.

Getting Started

To perform the first steps with ETP, you can use the demonstration files EMPLOYEES and VEHICLES
that are suppliedwith everyNatural installation, and the corresponding sample programsdescribed
in the Natural Programming Guide.

You can also use the application program that you plan on usingwith ETP by copying the necessary
files for test purposes. For easier maintenance, Software AG recommends starting with small or
empty files; this makes it easier to see which changes ETP has performed.

It is possible and recommended to initially install both master and replicate files on the same
database. This eases the first steps, and avoids problems thatmight occurwhen data is transmitted
over a network.

General Considerations when Defining Files

You should ensure that user exits do not change either the database ID or the file number specified
in the Adabas control block. If required, use the Natural macro NTTF or the Natural profile para-
meter TF. The following exits are a potential source of such changes:

■ NATUEX5 (Natural, called before an Adabas call)
■ NATUEX6 (Natural, called after an Adabas call)
■ User exit B (ADALNK)
■ User exit 1 (Adabas)

When accessing an Adabas database that requires the first command to be an OPEN command, a
NAT3009 errorwill occur during replication ifNatural has not been set up so that an OPEN command
is issued.When your system is set up to require an OPEN command, heed the hints in the following
sections when defining replicate files.
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Specifying Replicate Files on OpenVMS, UNIX or Windows

When defining replicate files on diverse platforms and systems, you should be aware of the points
described in the following topics.

Generating an Automatic OPEN (OP) Command

If an Adabas database requires that an OPEN (OP) command to be issued before any other database
call, the Natural system variable *ETIDmust be a non-blank value; if *ETID is blank, Natural does
not issue the OP command. You can also use the dynamicNatural profile parameter ETID to specify
a non-blank ETID.

IfNatural Security is not installed, the default for *ETID is the user ID. IfNatural Security is installed,
Software AG recommends letting Natural Security generate the *ETID value automatically;
RESTART=YES should also be specified for the library SYSETP. Formore information, see theNatural
Security documentation.

Specifying the Record Buffer Value for the OPEN (OP) Command

You can use either the Natural profile parameter OPRB or the NTOPRBmacro to specify a Record
Buffer for the OPEN (OP) command issued to the replicate databases. See the Natural Parameter
Reference documentation for parameter or macro details.

Data Representation Inconsistencies

Alphanumeric and binary data is represented differently on mainframe and OpenVMS, UNIX
and Windows systems. This can lead to unexpected results if:

■ You useNatural REDEFINE statements in your application to redefine a field defined as alphanu-
meric in Natural and in the Adabas Field Definition Table (FDT), so that the alphanumeric data
is overlaid with numeric or binary data-or vice versa;

■ Binary superdescriptors are used that contain alphanumeric data;
■ Alphanumeric superdescriptors are used that contain binary data (i.e., bymeans of a REDEFINE).

In the above cases, strange results can occur because:

■ Binary data that is part of an alphanumeric field is converted fromEBCDIC toASCII, producing
useless result data;

■ Alphanumeric data that is part of a binary field is not converted from EBCDIC to ASCII;
■ The sequence obtained by means of a READ LOGICAL statement may be different due to the fact
that Windows and some UNIX machines have a byte-swap architecture especially affecting al-
phanumeric data that is contained in binary fields.
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Superdescriptor Conversion

Particularly for superdescriptors, Entire Net-Work for mainframe systems provide the supercon-
verter feature that allows for an exact specification of the translation process for all parts of a su-
perdescriptor. Refer to the appropriate Entire Net-work documents for a detailed description.

Performance and Maintenance Considerations

ETP performance is affected by the definitions of master and replicate files. If you plan to replicate
large amounts of transactions, you should specify the definitions carefully to avoid performance
problems. The CHECK DEFINITIONS commandof theETPmaintenanceutility is useful for examining
your definitions for potential performance problems. If a potential problem is reported, it will in
many cases be a problem only if large numbers of transactions are to be replicated.

You should also take into account that not only the use of ETP itself, but also other resources are
likely to be potential sources of data distribution problems; for example:

■ Usage of themachine hosting themaster file database or performing the ETP replication process
may be short of resources (CPU time, etc.);

■ The process performing the ETP replication task may run at low priority;
■ The Adabas nucleus hosting the master and log files may run at low priority;
■ The Net-work processes on either the master or the replicate site may be overloaded or run at
low priority;

■ The transmission rate may be low or the usage high on the network link connecting the master
and replicate databases;

■ The Adabas nucleus hosting the replicate file may run at low priority.

When replicating a large number of master file updates, you should examine all of the above
possibilities to ensure that the updates are replicated as you intended. When performing only a
small number of master file updates, the danger of performance-related problems is usually very
small.

The following are hints and tips for setting up master and replicate files:

■ Avoid defining distribution keys for a master file unless you actually need them.
Distribution keys cause overhead for both logging and replication ofmaster file updates. During
replication, any defined distribution key ranges are kept in storage for performance reasons. If
you have defined a number of large distribution key ranges for replicate files and those replicate
files are on the same database for which the master file share a common log file (see the next
point), then some key ranges have to be loaded from the database. To improve performance in
this case, assign different log files to the corresponding master files.
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■ For all master files with replicate files on common databases, use a common log file.
For example, consider the following relationship of master and replicate files:

Replicate File DBID/File no.:Master File DBID/File no.:

12/2010/20
12/3010/30
14/4010/40
14/4410/42

In this case, master files 20 and 30 could share a common log file and master files 40 and 42
could share a second log file. In fact, if the number of changes to all the master files are small,
all four master files can share a single log file. Note, however, the exception when using distri-
bution key ranges as described in the point above, and the last point on the following page.

■ Run multiple replication tasks from different log files or to different databases, in parallel.
Running parallel multiple tasks that perform replication from different log files and/or to rep-
licate databases improves system throughput and is highly recommended if many updates are
to be replicated or if the number of replicate databases is high. For a network link with a high
transmission rate, running multiple tasks that replicate from different log files to a common
replicate database may also improve the system throughput.

■ Short self-restart intervals are unproductive.
The checking necessary to determine if any new transactions in a log file are to be replicated
requires a fixed number of database calls; therefore, using a self-restart interval that is too small
results in unnecessary overhead. You can use the report written by ETP following every replic-
ation to choose an appropriate self-restart interval.

■ Use batch mode to define a large number of files.
When defining a large number of master and replicate files, Software AG recommends doing
this in batch mode because changes to all definitions are more easily achieved by deleting the
existing definitions and then adding the modified definitions again.

■ An error when replicating to one replicate file affects all replicate files served by that log file.
When an error occurs during replication of an update, replication is terminated immediately
for all replicate files on that database that are served by the related log file. This includes trans-
actions to replicate files fromothermaster files that share the log file. File-specific errors (indicated
by, for example, Adabas response code 113) should not occur under normal conditions; however,
to ensure that replication continues for as many log files and replicate databases as possible,
assign different log files to the master files.
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Natural application programs written for Adabas can use the ETP master files without change.
Therefore, it is assumed that you are familiar with Adabas programming techniques. If you have
questions regarding Adabas programming, refer to the Adabas manuals listed on theOverview
page of the Entire Transaction Propagator documentation.

This document describes the few considerations required when creating Natural programs for
ETP, and describes the optional ETPuser exits and driver control using a user-written ETprogram.

Note: ETP also provides an interface for 3GL (COBOL, PL/I, etc.) programs. SeeUsing ETP
with 3GL Programs and ETP Interface for CICS for more information.

ETP Programming Principles

■ Limits and Restrictions
■ Updating Master Files
■ Updating Replicate Files
■ Using Distribution Keys
■ Updating the Administration File
■ Processing of Asynchronous Task Messages

Limits and Restrictions

ETP is a distributed database environment that provides high reliability without the overhead
needed for absolute data integrity. However, there are some limits and restrictions that you should
consider when creating programs for the ETP master/replicate file environment.

ETP requires that update operations be performed to the master files only. In addition, read oper-
ations, where possible, should be addressed to the nearest replicate copy. Although the latter is
not a requirement, reading the nearest replicate file is recommended to reduce network traffic.

ETP cannot handle the following features available with Adabas Version 8:

■ The new control block format (ACBX); if such a control block is encountered, an error is returned
to the application that issued the database call.

■ Date-time edit masks.
■ Field names containing lower case characters.
■ Format and record buffer sizes exceeding 31 KB.
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Updating Master Files

All updates to the ETP environmentmust be performed only onmaster files. If an End Transaction
(ET) call to a master file contains ET user data, the ET data are included in the resynchronization
changes made to the replicate files.

Natural Updates to Master Files

A Natural program can update all master files defined in a single ETP administration file. The
reason is, only one administration file can be assigned using an NTLFILE or LFILE definition. Also,
the master files updated by a single transaction must all be in the same database. Note, however,
that master files under control of the same administration file can be in different databases.

To update files on different databases in a single transaction, at most one of the databases affected
may be defined as an ETP database, that is, a database that contains master files.

Multi-Processor Updates

Whenupdatingmaster fileswhich use the same log file frommore than one processor, the processor
clocks must be synchronized to ensure that the transaction time stamps in the log file are not in-
consistent. Software AG therefore recommends that you make all updates to master files using
the same log file from a single processor only.

Updating Replicate Files

Programs should read replicate files only. Replicate files may not be changed by application pro-
grams. AnAdabas Security password can be defined for a replicate file to protect it from accidental
updates.

Using Distribution Keys

A distribution key is the control mechanism used by ETP to manage replicate files that contain
only a subset of the master file records. You create a distribution key by defining one field in the
master file's record as the key field. When you later define a replicate file having only a subset of
the master file records, you can specify a value, a range of values, or a combination of values
and/or value ranges for the key field that determine which records are in the replicate file.

Amaster/replicate file set can have only one distribution key field. The field can containmeaningful
data (part number, employee number, family/last name, etc.) or it can be an “invisible” field used
only to control the ETP files. In addition, a distribution key can be any Adabas field except a
periodic (PE) group or a field within a PE group, a multiple-value field, or a phonetic descriptor.
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Checking the Key with User Exit 2

The ETP optional user exit is WADUSER2 (see Installing the Entire Transaction Propagator in the Install-
ation for z/OS and Installation for z/VSE documentation). This user exit must be located in library
SYSETP, or in a steplib when a replication task is executed. See the SYSETP library, which contains
an example of the user exit.

Storing a Record with No Key

If you store a record in a master file that has a distribution key, but the Natural view does not
define the distribution key, ETP sets the key for the new field to a default value. Depending on
the data format of the field, the default value is blank for a format A field, binary zeros for a format
B field, or zero for all numeric types.

Updating the Distribution Key

You cannot simply UPDATE a field in themaster file that is defined as a distribution key. To perform
an update on the field, the programmust perform an explicit DELETE/STORE sequence. This is due
to the fact that the information not included in the view used for the UPDATE process would other-
wise be lost.

Updating the Administration File

If a master file definition in the administration file is changed while logging is being done on the
database of the master file, the changed definition is not used immediately. The new definition is
first used after either a transaction has been logged for another database, or after Natural has been
restarted - whichever occurs first.

Caution: Therefore, you should avoid master file definition changes while a Natural applic-
ation using ETP logging facilities is active. For the same reasons, you should also avoid
changing master or replicate file definitions while a task is executing.

Processing of Asynchronous Task Messages

The subprogram WADUSER3 is used to display all messages issued by the replication and clean-up
tasks. WADUSER3 can bemodified to filter any resultingmessages and, if desired, send themdirectly
to the operator console. Formore information about the WADUSER3 subprogram,which is delivered
in source form with ETP, see Installing the Entire Transaction Propagator in the Installation for z/OS
and Installation for z/VSE documentation.
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ET-Time User Program

After each update to an ETP master file, you can invoke your own program to perform such
functions as starting a replication task to resynchronize the replicate file(s) with their master file.
When called, the program is passed a pointer to an address of a parameter list in General Register
1, as shown in the figure below.

ETP uses normal OS conventions to pass the parameter list.
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Parameters Passed to the ET User Program

The user program can be for any purpose; however, the ET program is intended for starting the
replication task(s) to resynchronize replicate files with the master file. The program that receives
control after an ET is typically a CICS or Com-plete transaction which starts a Natural nucleus.
That nucleus must be provided with appropriate parameters to log on to SYSETP (the ETP main-
tenance utility) and to start a replication task.

If any of the master files which are updated in a transaction have enabled ET program control,
the user-defined program is started after the ET command has been successfully executed.

Note: The ETProgramControlmode for resynchronizingmaster and replicate files described
here is presently limited to only those systems using the CICS or Com-plete TP monitors.
The controlling programmust be a transaction which is defined to the TP system on which
it executes. For CICS, the messages issued by the replication task must be routed to the
operator console by means of the subprogram WADUSER3. For more information about the
WADUSER3 subprogram, which is delivered in source form with ETP, see Installing the Entire
Transaction Propagator in the Installation for z/OS and Installation for z/VSE documentation.
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II ETP Operations and Administration - Overview

Controlling the Entire Transaction Propagator (ETP) environment comprises the following general
tasks:

1. Preparing for and installing ETP and the related data/control files;

2. Managing and “tuning” the replicated files, using the menu-based maintenance utility;

3. Determining and correcting ETP error causes, recovering from errors, and restarting operation.

4. Using ETP with 3GL programs.

This document describes the tasks ofmanaging and tuningwith the ETPmenu-drivenmaintenance
utility, and how to use the maintenance utility to set up and control ETP, how to analyze and re-
cover from errors, and how to use ETP with 3GL programs.

The following topics are covered:

Overview of General Tasks

ETP Maintenance Utility

Master File Task Screens

Replicate File Task Screens

Replicating Logged Transactions

Controlling Execution of Asynchronous Tasks

Deleting Successfully Replicated Transactions

Displaying X-Ref Transaction State

Using Special Functions

Executing a Natural Command

ETP Restart and Recovery

Database Errors During Logging of Master File Transactions

Correcting Unlogged Transactions

Using ETP with 3GL Programs

Reporting ETP Errors
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Related Documents

■ For an overview of related documents, see the list on the ETPOverview page.
■ For information on how to operate the Entire Transaction Propagator under the teleprocessing
system CICS, refer to ETP Interface for CICS.
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6 Overview of General Tasks
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Controlling the Entire Transaction Propagator (ETP) environment comprises three general tasks:

■ Preparing for and installing ETP and the related data/control files;
■ Managing and “tuning” the replicated files, using the menu-based maintenance utility;
■ Determining and connecting ETP error causes, recovering from errors, and restarting operation.

The following tables give an overview of the call structure and the functions available:

System Logon Menu

Natural

Entire Transaction Propagator (ETP)

ETP Maintenance Main Menu

ETP Maintenance Main Menu

Function invokedCmd

Clean up logfileCL

Control asynchronous task executionCO

Maintain master file definitionsMM

Maintain replicate file definitionsMR

Execute Natural command/programN

Replicate transactionsR

Special functionsS

Cross-reference transactionsX
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The ETP Maintenance Utility provides you, the ETP Administrator, with screens and menus to:

■ Add, display, change and delete master and replicate file definitions;
■ Display and change a replicate or related confirmation file;
■ Display and delete entries in a master file's log file;
■ Stop/start replication tasks;
■ Change system and user profiles.

Starting the ETP Maintenance Utility

Utility functions can be performed on master or replicate files on all ETP nodes that are defined
in the administration file. The link to the administration file is created when you install the main-
tenance utility; see Installing the Entire Transaction Propagator in the Installation for z/OS and Install-
ation for z/VSE documentation. You can also maintain multiple administration files (which can be
on different databases) from a single node with the maintenance utility.

There is more than one way you can start the maintenance utility. The choice of ways depends on
whether or not Natural Security is installed:

Without Natural Security, one of the following:

■ Enter the command SYSETP on the command line;
■ Log on to the library SYSETP, and then enter the command MENU on the command line;

With Natural Security and MENU defined as startup command:

■ enter the command SYSETP on the command line;
■ Log on to library SYSETP.

With Natural Security and MENUnot defined as startup command:

■ Enter the command SYSETP on the command line;
■ Log on to the library SYSETP, and then enter the command MENU on the command line;

ETP then displays the ETP maintenance utility's main menu. Using its screens and menus, you
can display and change ETP control information and perform maintenance tasks on the ETP file
structure.
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The ETP Maintenance Utility - Main Menu

23:59:59 ***** ENTIRE TRANSACTION PROPAGATOR ***** 2000-12-24
Menu

MM Maintain master file definitions
MR Maintain replicate file definitions
R Replicate transactions
CD Control execution of asynchronous tasks
CL Clean up Log file
X X-Ref transactions
S Special functions
N Execute Natural system command or program

Command ===>
Enter-PF1---PF2---PF3---PF4---PF5---PF6---PF7---PF8---PF9---PF10--PF11--PF12---

Help Menu Exit Last Flip Tech Canc

Selecting and Performing Menu Tasks

Themenus provide a choice of tasks that can be performed. Such tasks as those listed on themain
menu can be performed by doing one of the following, and then pressing Enter:

■ Placing the cursor on the line of the task in the menu;
■ Overtyping the code in front of the task description - MM, for example - with any other letter;
■ Entering the code in front of the task description on the command line at the bottom of the
menu.

Selecting a task with the cursor or entering a task code is possible only when the related menu is
displayed. Using a direct command, however, you can select a task to perform regardless of which
menu is currently displayed.

The tasks or screens you can select on themain menu are described later in this section.
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Entering and Displaying Information

Screens that allow you to enter data designate the input fields with underscores (__...__). The
command line of each screen is not underscored, although it also is an input field. Use the Tab
key to move from input field to input field. When entering input in a field, the data is aligned ac-
cording to the data type; numeric data is right-aligned, and alphanumeric data is left-aligned.

Example of a Displayed List:

23:59:59 ***** ENTIRE TRANSACTION PROPAGATOR ***** 2000-12-24
Display replicate file definition

+----------------Replicate file definitions----------------+
! !
! -- Replicate -- Conf ---------- Master ---------- !
! DBID FNR FNR DBID FNR Key Format !
! _____* _____* _____* _____* !

Replicat ! _ 10 155 152 10 154 AC B4 !
! _ 10 156 152 10 135 AA A10 !
! _ 10 157 152 10 136 AB A80 !

Printer ! _ 10 158 152 10 138 AG N4 !
! _ 10 159 162 10 139 !
! _ !
! _ !
! _ !
! _ !
! _ !
! !
+----------------------------------------------------------+

Command ===>
Enter-PF1---PF2---PF3---PF4---PF5---PF6---PF7---PF8---PF9---PF10--PF11--PF12---

Help Menu Last Flip Tech Canc

Selecting using Wild Card Entries

Screenswith fields allowingwild card entries display the results ofwild card searches in awindow,
as shown in Example of a Displayed List, above. Fields that allow wild card entries have an “*”
as the last description character. See the following section, Entering Direct Commands for more
information about wild card entries.

Those fields with an asterisk (*) as the last character of the description allow you to enter wild
card characters. For example:

DISPLAY MASTER * *
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- displays a window from which you can select one or more master files to in turn display their
definitions, and:

MOD REPL * 20>

- displays a window that enables you to select a single replicate file for modification from those
replicate files on all ETP databases with file numbers 20 and above. Wild card entries can be
combinedwith the PROCESS dialogue function (seeDialog FunctionDescription below) to perform
a task on a range of items (files or log file entries).

If you make a wild card selection that results in a window that allows you to select one or more
items, select the itemor items (seeExample of aDisplayed List) youwant in either of the following
ways:

■ place the cursor on the corresponding line;
■ enter any non-blank character in the input field ahead of the item or items.

If you make more than one selection on a screen that allows only one single selection, an error
message occurs. When only one selection is allowed, a choice made with a non-blank character
has priority over a choice made by placing the cursor.

When a window appears that permits more selections than can be held in the window itself, “+”
and/or “-” appear to show the paging possibilities for displaying the additional items. Simply
place the cursor on the appropriate symbol in the bottom left corner of the window and press
Enter to display the additional items. This is the same as entering “+” or “-” dialogue functions
(see Dialog Function Description below).

Specifying Ranges

When selecting items, you can enter an asterisk (*) in place of a value to select all related items.
To select an “equal and greater” or “equal and less than” range of items, enter one of the following:

n< (less than and equal to nn)
n> (equal to and greater than nn)

If more than one input field defines the selection for a task, either or both of these selection criteria
can be used. This enables the selection of, for example, all files with numbers 100 and above in
databases 10 or below.
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Priority of Command Input

The priority of menu/screen input and commands is as follows:

1. Command line input or PF key (if both entered, an error occurs);

2. Changing/entering a non-blank value in a menu selection input field;

3. Placing the cursor in a menu selection input field.

Entering Direct Commands

As the example screen shows, the maintenance utility allows you to enter a command on the
command line at the bottom of a screen. The so-called “direct commands”can be entered either
fully (ADD MASTER, for example) or abbreviated (A MA for adding a new master file).

Most direct commands also allow you to specify a database ID (DBID) and/or physical file number;
however, this is not required. If you enter no DBID or file number (or if neither is allowed), the
function screen appears, just as when you select the function from a higher-level menu. If you
enter theDBID and file number, the function screen appears, eitherwith the value or values entered
in the appropriate fields, or overlaid with the window showing the DBID/file number selection
you made as if you had made the DBID and file number selection in the function screen.

Direct commands cannot be entered in the command line if a window is currently displayed.

The following table shows the ETP direct commands. Minimum command abbreviations are
shown in bold type:

Wildcards allowed?Parameters allowed/required:Direct command:
FNRDBID

NoxxADD MASTER

NoxxADD REPLICATE

NoxxCHANGE ADMINISTRATION

CHECK DEFINITIONS

CLEANUP LOGFILE

CONTROL TASKS

YesxxDELETE MASTER

YesxxDELETE REPLICATE

YesxxDELETE TRANSACTIONS

YesxxDISPLAY ERROR
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YesxxDISPLAY MASTER

YesxxDISPLAY REPLICATE

YesxxDISPLAY TRANSACTIONS

MAINTAIN MASTER

MAINTAIN REPLICATE

YesxxMODIFY CONFIRMATION

YesxxMODIFY MASTER

YesxxMODIFY REPLICATE

MODIFY SYSPROF

MODIFY USERPROF

(command string)NATURAL

REPLICATE TRANSACTIONS

YesxxRESET ERROR

YesxxRESET IN-USE

SPECIAL

YesXREF TRANSACTIONS

Dialogue Functions

Dialogue functions are the screen control and general operation commands for operating the
maintenance utility. The dialogue functions, which can be either entered on the screen's command
line as direct commands or by pressing the appropriate PFn key, perform such tasks as:

■ Returning to the main menu from a specific task menu (MENU);
■ Saving the entries and status of the current screen (SAVE);
■ Performing a maintenance utility function on a range of files (PROCESS);
■ Exiting a task screen and returning to the next higher selection menu (EXIT).

To perform a dialogue function, press the appropriately labelled function key (PFn), which follow
the common conventions for the general dialogue functions (PF1 for calling online help, PF3 for
EXIT, and so on); otherwise, enter the dialogue function on the command line. Note, however,
dialogue functions are most likely not valid for a particular screen if they are not already assigned
to a function key. A Modify screen with confirmation window may look as shown below.

The dialogue functions and, where appropriate, their related function (PFn) keys are as follows:
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AModify Screen with Confirmation Window

23:59:59 ***** ENTIRE TRANSACTION PROPAGATOR ***** 2000-12-24
Modify master file definition

DBID FNR Verify FDT
Master file ..* 10 135 Y (Y/N)
Log file ... 152 N (Y/N)

+-----------Exit------------+
! !

ADABAS field name of di ! _ save and exit !
NATURAL data format of ! _ exit without save !

! _ resume current function !
Call user exit before re! !
Start program after ET .+---------------------------+

Command ===> exit
Enter-PF1---PF2---PF3---PF4---PF5---PF6---PF7---PF8---PF9---PF10--PF11--PF12---

Help Menu Exit Last Flip Tech Canc

Dialogue Function Description

Displays the previous screen of data. Entering “-” is the same as entering BACKWARD.BACKWARD (PF7)

Displays the last screen of data. Entering “++” is the same as entering BOTTOM.BOTTOM (PF19)

Leaves the current screen and returns to the higher-level menu. If entered in the ETPmain
menu, exit from ETP. If the current screen is a MODIFY or DELETE task, a window (Figure

CANCEL (PF12)

11) appears requesting confirmation of the MODIFY/DELETE operation unless the
confirmation window is disabled by the user's profile; otherwise, the operation is not
performed.

Perform the current screen task, then leave the current screen and return to the higher-level
menu. Unless disabled by the user's profile, a window appears requesting confirmation
of the EXECUTE operation; otherwise, the operation is performed.

EXECUTE

Leaves the current screen and returns to the higher-level menu. If entered in the ETPmain
menu, exit from ETP. If the current screen is a MODIFY or DELETE task, a window appears

EXIT (PF3)

requesting confirmation of the MODIFY/DELETE operation unless the confirmationwindow
is disabled by the user's profile; otherwise, the operation is performed. Entering “.” is the
same as entering EXIT.

Changes the function key display at the bottom of the screen between PF1-PF12 to PF13-PF24.FLIP (PF6)

Displays the next screen of data. Entering “+” is the same as entering FORWARD.FORWARD (PF8)
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Redisplays the direct command executed last in the command line, where it can be changed
and/or re-executed. Entering LAST * on the command line shows the last 10 direct

LAST (PF4)

commands that were executed, in a window. Place the cursor on the corresponding line,
or enter any non-blank character in the input field ahead of the command and press Enter
to enter that command in the command line for changing/ re-executing.

Leaves the current screen and returns to the main menu. If the current screen is a MODIFY
or DELETE task, a window (Figure 11) appears requesting confirmation of the

MENU (PF2)

MODIFY/DELETE operation unless the confirmationwindow is disabled by the user's profile;
otherwise, the operation is performed.

This command-line-only function performs the currently selected screen's function on all
items that meet the criteria specified on the current window. PROCESS can be entered only

PROCESS

in windows appearing in screens that require the DBID and/or FNR parameters, and is
intended for use with “wild card” parameter specifications.

Saves the status of entries made in the current menu. A window appears requesting
confirmation of the operation. If the user's profile disables the function, the confirmation

SAVE

window does not appear and the operation is performed. SAVE is intended for multiple
updates; the current screen remains displayed.

Performs the function of the Natural TECH system command.TECH (PF9)

Displays the first screen of data. Entering “--” is the same as entering TOP.TOP (PF20)

Displays all direct commands allowed for the current screen. Theminimum abbreviations
for the direct commands are displayed in capital (upper case) letters.

*

Performs the FORWARD screen scrolling function.+ (PF8)

Performs the BOTTOM screen scrolling function.++ (PF19)

Performs the BACKWARD screen scrolling function.-(PF7)

Performs the TOP screen scrolling function.-- (PF20)

Performs the EXIT function..

Note: The dialogue functions FLIP, LAST, LAST *, and * are processed before any other
command input.

Errors and Warnings

If you enter an invalid command in the command line or invalid data in an input field, the ETP
utility displays an error message in the message line at the bottom of the screen.

If you try to execute a task that might cause inconsistent data or if the change is not allowed, a
window appears with a warning message.

If a severe processing error occurs, the utility displays awindow containing the cause and location
of the error. ETP attempts to recover from the error automatically by retrying the failing task. If
the same error occurs three timeswithin a short time interval, ETP issues a STOP for the application.
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If a severe and persistent error occurs that might be inherent to ETP, proceed as described under
Reporting ETP Errors.

Selecting Main Menu Tasks

To select one of the tasks listed on the ETPmain menu, place the cursor next to the desired entry
and press Enter.

When you select either the Maintain master or replicate file definitions option, a more detailed
menu of tasks appears, as shown in the example below. The tasks you can select on these screens
are described under the headingsMaster File Task Screens and Replicate File Task Screens.

The Master File Task Selection Menu

23:59:59 ***** ENTIRE TRANSACTION PROPAGATOR ***** 2000-12-24
Master File Definition Maintenance

AD Add master file definition
MO Modify master file definition
DI Display master file definition
DE Delete master file definition

Command ===>
Enter-PF1---PF2---PF3---PF4---PF5---PF6---PF7---PF8---PF9---PF10--PF11--PF12---

Help Menu Exit Last Flip Tech Canc
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Master File Task Selection Menu

By either entering the MM direct command or selecting the MM option on the ETP Maintenance
UtilityMain Menu, the Master File Definition Maintenance screen appears.

The Master File Task Selection Menu

23:59:59 ***** ENTIRE TRANSACTION PROPAGATOR ***** 2000-12-24
Master File Definition Maintenance

AD Add master file definition
MO Modify master file definition
DI Display master file definition
DE Delete master file definition

Command ===>
Enter-PF1---PF2---PF3---PF4---PF5---PF6---PF7---PF8---PF9---PF10--PF11--PF12---

Help Menu Exit Last Flip Tech Canc

Themaster file tasks you select from thismenu cause the screens described in the following section
to appear.
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Add Master File Definition

By either entering the Add MAster direct command or selecting the AD option on theMaster File
Definition Maintenancemenu, the following screen appears.

The Add Master File Definition Screen

23:59:59 ***** ENTIRE TRANSACTION PROPAGATOR ***** 2000-12-24
Add master file definition

DBID FNR Verify FDT
Master file .. ______ ______ Y (Y/N)
Log file .. ______ Y (Y/N)

ADABAS field name of distribution key ..... __
NATURAL data format of distribution key ... ____

Call user exit before replication ......... N (Y/N)
Start program after ET .................... N (Y/N)

Command ===>
Enter-PF1---PF2---PF3---PF4---PF5---PF6---PF7---PF8---PF9---PF10--PF11--PF12---

Help Menu Exit Last Save Flip Tech Canc

To define an ETP master file, enter the information in the fields, as described below.

Screen Field Description

Enter the database ID and file number of the Adabas file that becomes amaster file.
Specify Y (yes) under “Verify FDT” to verify the file's Field Definition Table (FDT);
otherwise, enter N (no). You must make all entries; there are no defaults.

Master File DBID/FNR

Enter the file number of the Adabas file that is or will be the ETP log file. The log
file must be on the same database as the master file. A single log file can be used

Log File FNR

for more than one master file. Specify Y (yes) under “Verify FDT” to verify the log
file's FieldDefinition Table (FDT); otherwise, enter N (no). To ensure data consistency,
the log file must be empty; otherwise, adding a master file is not allowed.

When any of the replicate files for this master file contain only a subset of master
file records, one fieldmust contain values or ranges of values that uniquely identify

Adabas Field Name
of Distribution Key
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each replicate file's subset, and therefore the replicate file itself. Specify the two-letter
Adabas field name of that identifying field here.
The distribution key field cannot be a multiple-value (MU), a periodic group (PE)
or fieldwithin a PE group, or a phonetic descriptor field; otherwise, an error occurs
either during FDT verification, or when writing to the log file during operation.

When you specify a field name for the Distribution Key field above, you must
specify the field's Natural data type here (for example, A15 for a 15-byte

Natural Data Format
of Distribution Key

alphanumeric field). Specifying the number of digits after the decimal point is not
possible for numeric data types.

Specify Y (yes) if you want the WADUSER2 subprogram (see Installing the Entire
Transaction Propagator in the Installation for z/OS and Installation for z/VSE

Call User Exit?

documentation) called afterETP checks the current transaction record's distribution
key field, if any. ETP checks any distribution key to determine if a change to the
master file must also be made to a specific replicate file. The default is N (no).

Specify Y (yes) if you want to execute the program defined in theModify System
Profile task screen. The default is N (no).

Start Program after
ET?

Modify Master File Definition

By either entering the MOdify MAster direct command or selecting the MO option on theMaster
File Definition Maintenancemenu, the Modify Master File Definition screen appears.
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The Modify Master File Definition Screen

23:59:59 ***** ENTIRE TRANSACTION PROPAGATOR ***** 2000-12-24
Modify master file definition

DBID FNR Verify FDT
Master file ..* ______ ______ Y (Y/N)
Log file ... ______ Y (Y/N)

ADABAS field name of distribution key ..... __
NATURAL data format of distribution key ... ____

Call user exit before replication? ........ _ (Y/N)
Start program after ET .................... _ (Y/N)

Command ===>
Enter-PF1---PF2---PF3---PF4---PF5---PF6---PF7---PF8---PF9---PF10--PF11--PF12---

Help Menu Exit Last Save Flip Tech Canc

To change an existingmaster file's definition, enter the information in the fields as described below.

Screen Field Description

When the “ModifyMaster File Definition” screen is first displayed, youmust either enter (or have
already selected) a master file; otherwise, you cannot make entries in the rest of the fields. Once
you have selected a master file and pressed Enter, you cannot change your selection unless you
either exit and then re-enter the screen, or enter the SAVE command.

Enter the database ID and file number of the existing master file. If you enter a
wild card in either the database ID or file number field, a window appears from
which you can select a single master file definition for modification.

Master File DBID/FNR

Enter a new log file file number here. The log file must be on the same database as
the master file. Note that if the current log file is not empty, a new log file cannot
be defined.

Log File FNR

When any of the replicate files for this master file contain only a subset of master
file records, one fieldmust contain values or ranges of values that uniquely identify

Adabas Field Name
of Distribution Key

each replicate file's subset, and therefore the replicate file itself. If the distribution
key field is being changed, specify the two-letter Adabas field name of that field
here.
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The distribution key field cannot be a multiple-value (MU), a periodic group (PE)
or fieldwithin a PE group, or a phonetic descriptor field; otherwise, an error occurs
either during FDT verification, or when writing to the log file during operation.
Note that if any of the replicate files are still using the distribution key, it cannot
be changed.

When you specify a newfield name for theDistributionKey field, youmust specify
the field's Natural data type here (for example, A15 for an alphanumeric field of

Natural Data Format
of Distribution Key

15 bytes). Specifying the number of digits after the decimal point is not possible
for numeric data types.

Specify Y(yes) if you want the WADUSER2 subprogram (see Installing the Entire
Transaction Propagator in the Installation for z/OS and Installation for z/VSE

Call User Exit?

documentation) called after ETP checks the current transaction record's distribution
key field, if any. ETP checks any distribution key to determine if a change to the
master file must also be made to a specific replicate file. The default is N (no).

Specify Y (yes) if you want to execute the program defined in theModify System
Profile task screen. The default is N (no).

Start Program after ET?

Display Master File Definition

By either entering the DIsplay MAster direct command or selecting the DI option on theMaster
File Definition Maintenancemenu, the Display Master File Definition screen appears.
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The Display Master File Definition Screen

23:59:59 ***** ENTIRE TRANSACTION PROPAGATOR ***** 2000-12-24
Display master file definition

DBID FNR
Master file ..* ______ ______

Printer name .. ________ (' ' = terminal)

Command ===>
Enter-PF1---PF2---PF3---PF4---PF5---PF6---PF7---PF8---PF9---PF10--PF11--PF12---

Help Menu Exit Last Flip Tech Canc

To display a master file's definition, enter the information in the fields as described below. To
make changes to a master file's definition, enter the MOdify MAster direct command on the com-
mand line at the bottom of the screen.

Screen Field Description

Enter the database ID and file number of the master file you want displayed. If you enter a
wild card in either the database ID or file number field, a window appears from which you
can select one or more master file definitions for display.

Master File
DBID/FNR

To print out the selectedmaster file definitions, enter a valid printer ID here. Leave this field
empty to display the master file definition on your terminal.

Printer Name
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Delete Master File Definition

By either entering the DElete MAster direct command or selecting the DE option on theMaster
File Definition Maintenancemenu, the Delete Master File Definition screen appears.

The Delete Master File Definition Screen

23:59:59 ***** ENTIRE TRANSACTION PROPAGATOR ***** 2000-12-24
Delete master file definition

DBID FNR
Delete master file ..* ______ ______

Command ===>
Enter-PF1---PF2---PF3---PF4---PF5---PF6---PF7---PF8---PF9---PF10--PF11--PF12---

Help Menu Exit Last Flip Tech Canc

Before you delete a master file definition, youmust delete all related replicate files; the related log
file must be empty.

Caution: Deleting a master file only removes the master file definition from the ETP admin-
istration file. The file and its contents still exist as a normalAdabas file in its original database
and with its original file number.

To delete a master file's definition, enter the information in the fields as described below. To make
changes to a master file's definition, enter the MODIFY MASTER direct command on the command
line at the bottom of the current screen.
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Screen Field Description

Enter the database ID and file number of themaster file youwant to delete. If you enter
awild card in either the database ID or file number field, awindow appears fromwhich
you can select one or more master file definitions for deletion.

Delete Master File
DBID/FNR

If you have requested the confirmation window using theModify User Profile function, the
confirmation window appears, asking you to confirm the deletion. If either of the following con-
ditions exist:

■ The log file has entries for the master file;
■ A master file has one or more replicate files still defined.

- then a warning occurs, and the deletion request will be rejected.
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Replicate File Task Selection Menu

By either entering the MR direct command or selecting the MR option on the ETP Maintenance
UtilityMain Menu, the Replicate File Definition Maintenance screen appears.

The Replicate File Task Selection Menu

23:59:59 ***** ENTIRE TRANSACTION PROPAGATOR ***** 2000-12-24
Replicate File Definition Maintenance

AD Add replicate file definition
MO Modify replicate file definition
DI Display replicate file definition
DE Delete replicate file definition
DIE Display error log for replicate files
RE Reset error state of replicate file
RI Reset in-use state for replicate file

Command ===>
Enter-PF1---PF2---PF3---PF4---PF5---PF6---PF7---PF8---PF9---PF10--PF11--PF12---

Help Menu Exit Last Flip Tech Canc

The replicate file tasks you select from this menu cause the screens described in the following
section to appear.
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Add Replicate File Definition

By either entering the Add Replicate direct command or selecting the AD option on the Replicate
File Definition Maintenancemenu, the Add Replicate File Definition screen appears.

The Add Replicate File Definition Screen

23:59:59 ***** ENTIRE TRANSACTION PROPAGATOR ***** 2000-12-24
Add replicate file definition

DBID FNR Verify FDT Password
Replicate file ... ______ ______ Y (Y/N) ________
Master file ..* ______ ______
Confirmation file ... ______ Y (Y/N)

Replication criterion (ISN/Key)................ I (I/K)

Command ===>
Enter-PF1---PF2---PF3---PF4---PF5---PF6---PF7---PF8---PF9---PF10--PF11--PF12---

Help Menu Exit Last Save Flip Tech Canc

To define an ETP replicate file, enter the information in the fields, as described below.

Screen Field Description

Enter the database ID and file number of the Adabas file that becomes a replicate file.
Specify Y (yes) under “Verify FDT” to verify the file's Field Definition Table (FDT);

Replicate File
DBID/FNR

otherwise, enter (or allow a default of) N (no). You must enter a database ID and file
number; there are no defaults for these values.
To protect the replicate file from any accidental or unauthorized update by an
application, you candefine a password for the replicate file for ETP to usewhen applying
transactions to the replicate file. The password is defined using Adabas Security.
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Enter the database ID andfile number of themaster file for the replicate file you specified
above. If you enter a wild card for the database ID and/or file number, a list of the

Master file
DBID/FNR

master files already defined is displayed. You can then select a master file from the
displayed list. To ensure data consistency, the log filemust be empty; otherwise, adding
a replicate file is not allowed.

Enter the database ID and file number of the Adabas file that becomes a confirmation
file for the replicate file specified above. The confirmation file must be on the same

Confirmation File
FNR

database as the replicate file; a single confirmation file can be used formultiple replicate
files. You must enter a confirmation file number; there is no default, even if a
confirmation file already exists on the replicate file's database.
Specify Y (yes, the default) under “Verify FDT” to verify the confirmation file's Field
Definition Table (FDT); otherwise, enter N (no).

Replication
criterion
(ISN/Key)

■ Enter I (the default) in this field if the duplicate ISNs are to be used to identify
corresponding records in the master and partially replicated file.

■ Enter K if a unique Adabas descriptor field has been defined as the distribution key
for the master file.

Using duplicate ISNs (option I) is more efficient, but requires a complete Associator
(ASSO) for the duplicate file, irrespective of the number of replicated records in the file
being modified. Option K allows use of an ASSO subset, but causes additional calls to
the replicated file's database.

After pressing Enter, the screen displays “More: +” in the top right corner. When a distribution key
has been defined for the master file and you wish to change or add a distribution key value, enter
either FORWARD or + on the command line to display the screen for defining the distribution key
values.

Defining Distribution Key Values

When you define a replicate file containing only a subset ofmaster file records, you can also define
a value or value range for the distribution key. The distribution key is the control field in each file
record that ETP uses to determine which records are contained in each replicate file.

Replicate File Key Definition Screen

23:59:59 ***** ENTIRE TRANSACTION PROPAGATOR ***** 2000-12-24
Add Replicate File Definition More: -

Distribution key format A30

Start value End Value
________________________________ ________________________________
________________________________ ________________________________

. .

. .

. .
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When you enter either FORWARD or + in the first Add Replicate File Definition screen, the screen
shown above appears. Here you can enter up to 14 values and/or ranges of values contained in
the record field with the format shown in the Distribution Key Format field.

If youmake an entry in only one of the start or end value columns, the entry is copied automatically
to the other column.Multiple values/value ranges areORed to create a complete “accept” criterion
for the replicate file defined in the first screen.

When the total key length for a format is greater than 32 bytes for a format A field or 16 bytes for
a format B field, another column of fields is displayed. You can use these fields to request extra
space to enter a key value in full-length, wraparound fashion. If a value longer than 32 or 16
characters respectively is entered, the information entered previously is protectedwhen thewindow
is closed. You can change the value only by reselecting extended editing for the corresponding
value.

A distribution key for a format A field is not converted to upper case.

To return to the first screen, use the BACKWARD (PF7 or -) dialogue function.

Modify Replicate File Definition

By either entering the MOdify Replicate direct command or selecting the MO option on the Rep-
licate File Definition Maintenancemenu, the Modify Replicate File Definition screen appears.
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The Modify Replicate File Definition Screen

23:59:59 ***** ENTIRE TRANSACTION PROPAGATOR ***** 2000-12-24
Modify replicate file definition

DBID FNR Verify FDT Password
Replicate file ..* ___211 _____9 Y (Y/N) ________
Master file ... _____7 ____33
Confirmation file ... ____99 Y (Y/N)

Replication criterion (ISN/Key)........... I (I/K)

Command ===>
Enter-PF1---PF2---PF3---PF4---PF5---PF6---PF7---PF8---PF9---PF10--PF11--PF12---

Help Menu Exit Last Save Flip Tech Canc

To change an ETP replicate file's definition, enter the information in the fields, as described below.

Screen Field Description

Enter the database ID and file number of an existing replicate. If you enter a wild card
in either the database ID or file number field, a window appears from which you can
select a single replicate file definition for modification.

Replicate File
DBID/FNR

When the Modify Replicate File Definition screen is first displayed, you must either
enter (or have already selected) a valid replicate file; otherwise, you cannotmake entries
in the rest of the fields. Once you have selected a replicate file and press Enter, you
cannot change the file unless you either exit the screen and then re-enter it again, or
perform the SAVE dialogue function.

Specify Y (yes, the default) under Verify FDT to verify the replicate file's FieldDefinition
Table (FDT); otherwise, enter N (no).

To protect the replicate file fromany accidental or unauthorized update by an application,
you can define a password for the replicate file for ETP to usewhen applying transactions
to the replicate file. The password is defined using Adabas Security.

This field displays the current master file when a valid replicate file is first entered. To
change the master file for this replicate file, specify a database ID and file number of the

Master file
DBID/FNR
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newmaster file. If you enter a wild card for the database ID and/or file number, a list of
the master files already defined is displayed. You can then select a master file from the
displayed list.

This field displays the current confirmation file when a replicate file is first entered. To
change the confirmation file, enter the file number of an Adabas file that becomes the

Confirmation File
FNR

new confirmation file for the replicate file specified above. The confirmation file must
be on the same database as the replicate file; a single confirmation file can be used for
multiple replicate files.

Replication
criterion
(ISN/Key)

■ Enter I (the default) in this field if the duplicate ISNs are to be used to identify
corresponding records in the master and partially replicated file.

■ Enter K if a unique Adabas descriptor field has been defined as the distribution key
for the master file.

Using duplicate ISNs (option I) is more efficient, but requires a complete Associator
(ASSO) for the duplicate file, irrespective of the number of replicated records in the file
being modified. Option K allows use of an ASSO subset, but causes additional calls to
the replicated file's database.

When a distribution key has been defined for the replicate file and you wish to change or add a
distribution key value, enter either FORWARD or + on the command line to display the screen for
defining the distribution key values. See Defining Distribution Key Values for more information.

Display Replicate File Definition

By either entering the DIsplay Replicate direct command or selecting the DI option on the
Replicate FileDefinitionMaintenancemenu, theDisplay Replicate File Definition screen appears.
The displayed output resembles theModify Replicate File.
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The Display Replicate File Definition Screen

23:59:59 ***** ENTIRE TRANSACTION PROPAGATOR ***** 2000-12-24
Display replicate file definition

DBID FNR
Replicate file ..* _____* _____*

Printer name ..... ________ (' ' = terminal)

Command ===>
Enter-PF1---PF2---PF3---PF4---PF5---PF6---PF7---PF8---PF9---PF10--PF11--PF12---

Help Menu Exit Last Flip Tech Canc

Screen Field Description

Enter the database ID and file number of an existing replicate file. If you enter a wild card
in either the database ID or file number field, a window appears from which you can select
one or more replicate file definitions to display.

Replicate File
DBID/FNR

To print out the replicate file definitions, enter a valid printer ID here. Leave this field empty
to display the replicate file definitions on your terminal.

Printer name

Delete Replicate File Definition

By either entering the DElete REplicate direct command or selecting the DE option on the Rep-
licate File Definition Maintenancemenu, the Delete Replicate File Definition screen appears.
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The Delete Replicate File Definition Screen

23:59:59 ***** ENTIRE TRANSACTION PROPAGATOR ***** 2000-12-24
Delete replicate file definition

DBID FNR
Delete replicate file ..* ______ ______

Command ===>
Enter-PF1---PF2---PF3---PF4---PF5---PF6---PF7---PF8---PF9---PF10--PF11--PF12---

Help Menu Exit Last Flip Tech Canc

To delete a replicate file's definition, enter the information in the fields as described below. To
make changes to a replicate file's definition, enter the MOdify Replicate direct command on the
command line at the bottom of the current screen.

Screen Field Description

Enter the database ID and file number of an existing replicate file. If you enter a wild
card in either the database ID or file number field, a window appears from which
you can select one or more replicate file definitions to delete.

Delete Replicate File
DBID/FNR

If you have enabled the confirmation window using the “Modify User Profile” function, the con-
firmation window appears, asking you to confirm the deletion. If the log file of the related master
file is not empty, deletion is not allowed.
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Display Error Log for Replicate File

ETP keeps information about failed replication operations in an error log for the replicate files.
You can display part or all of the logged error information with this function.

By either entering the DIsplay Error direct command or selecting the DIE option on theReplicate
File Definition Maintenancemenu, the Display Error Log for Replicate File screen appears.

The Display Error Log for Replicate File Screen

23:59:59 ***** ENTIRE TRANSACTION PROPAGATOR ***** 2000-12-24
Display error log for replicate file

DBID FNR
Replicate file ........* ______ ______

Mark to display data of failing ADABAS transaction
Control block (CB) .. _
Format buffer (FB) .. _
Record buffer (RB) .. _

Printer name ........... ________ (' ' = terminal

Command ===>
Enter-PF1---PF2---PF3---PF4---PF5---PF6---PF7---PF8---PF9---PF10--PF11--PF12---

Help Menu Exit Last Flip Tech Canc

Screen Field Description

Enter the database ID and file number of the replicate file for which you want
errors displayed. If you enter a wild card in either the database ID or file number

Replicate fileDBID/FNR

field, awindow appears fromwhich you can select a single replicate file definition
for displaying the error log.

To display more Adabas data from the failed operation, mark the appropriate field on the screen
as described here below. Note that not all data are always available:
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Mark this field with any non-blank character to display the Adabas Control Block for the
failed operation.

Control Block

Mark this field with any non-blank character to display the Adabas Format Buffer for the
failed operation.

Format Buffer

Mark this field with any non-blank character to display the Adabas Record Buffer for the
failed operation.

Record Buffer

To print out any error information selected above, enter a valid printer ID here. Leave this
field empty to display the added error log information on the terminal.

Printer name

Reset Replicate File Error State

By either entering the RESet Error direct command or selecting the RE option on the Replicate
File Definition Maintenancemenu, the Reset Error State for Replicate File screen appears.

The Reset Replicate File Error State Screen

23:59:59 ***** ENTIRE TRANSACTION PROPAGATOR ***** 2000-12-24
Reset error state for replicate file

DBID FNR
Replicate file ..* ______ ______

Command ===>
Enter-PF1---PF2---PF3---PF4---PF5---PF6---PF7---PF8---PF9---PF10--PF11--PF12---

Help Menu Exit Last Flip Tech Canc
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To reset a replicate file's error state, enter the information in the fields as described below. Tomake
changes to a replicate file's definition, enter theModify Replicate direct command on the command
line at the bottom of the current screen.

Screen Field Description

Enter the database ID and file number of an existing replicate file. If you enter a
wild card in either the database ID or file number field, a window appears from
which you can select one or more replicate file definitions to reset the error state.

Replicate File DBID/FNR

If you have enabled the confirmation window using the “Modify User Profile” function, the con-
firmation window appears, asking you to confirm the reset operation.

Reset Replicate File In-Use State

By either entering the RESet In-use direct command or selecting the RI option on the Replicate
File Definition Maintenancemenu, the Reset Replicate File In-Use State screen appears.

The Reset Replicate File In-Use State Screen

23:59:59 ***** ENTIRE TRANSACTION PROPAGATOR ***** 2000-12-24
Reset in-use field for replicate file

DBID FNR
Replicate file ..* ______ ______

Command ===>
Enter-PF1---PF2---PF3---PF4---PF5---PF6---PF7---PF8---PF9---PF10--PF11--PF12---

Help Menu Exit Last Flip Tech Canc
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To reset a replicate file's in-use state, enter the information in the fields as described below. To
make changes to a replicate file's definition, enter the Modify Replicate direct command MO on the
command line at the bottom of the current screen.

Screen Field Description

Enter the database ID and file number of an existing replicate file. If you enter a wild card
in either the database ID or file number field, a window appears from which you can select
one or more replicate file definitions to reset their in-use flags.

Replicate File
DBID/FNR

If you have enabled the confirmation window using the “Modify User Profile” function, the con-
firmation window appears, asking you to confirm the reset operation.
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Function Description

Actual replication operation first begins when the ETP replication task or tasks are running. Each
start of a replication task causes the task to check and, when needed, to resynchronize its replicate
files with themaster. You can choose to restart a replication taskmanually, to restart the replication
task by running your own program after each successful ET transaction on the master file, or to
allow the self-restart function to restart and thereby resynchronize its replicate files each time a
specified time period elapses. Software AG recommends that you start the replication task as a
batch job (see the section Run the Entire Transaction Propagator in Batch Mode in the Installation for
z/OS and Installation for z/VSE documentation).

Starting Replication Tasks Manually

If you do not specify a restart interval for a replication task, youmust periodically start a replication
task manually using the Replicate Transactions screen as described in this function description
to resynchronize the related replicate files with the master.

Starting Replication Tasks with a User Program

Following every ET transaction that updates a master file, you have the option to invoke your
own program. This program can be designed to restart the master file's replication task. The rep-
lication task then updates the related replicate files with the change logged by the ET transaction.

Your user programmust first be defined in theModify System Profile screen and enabled for the
master file in either the AddMaster File Definition orModify Master File Definition screen.
For more information about creating the ET user program, see ET-Time User Program.

Self-Restart Operation

Note: Self-restart operation is recommended for batch operation only; online self-restart
operation locks the user's terminal.

In self-restart mode, the replication task restarts at intervals defined for the replication task. After
each interval, which ismeasured between two consecutive restart times, ETP restarts the replication
task to force it to check for transactions that have been logged for themaster file but not yet applied
to the related replicate files.
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Error Handling during Replication

If an error occurswhile a previously logged transaction is being applied to a replicate file, the error
is recorded and can then be displayed using the “Display Error Log for Replicate Files” function.
To prevent further errors, replicate files which are in error status are not resynchronized.

Note: When you use this function, the Natural DATSIZE buffer (explained in the Natural
Parameter Reference documentation for details on specifying the DATSIZE profile parameter)
will be increased to approximately 170 KB.

The Adabas response codes 9, 145, 148 and 224 are considered to be transient; that is, they are as-
sumed to not occur again for the next replication. If one of these codes does occur, the error status
of the replicate file does not need to be reset explicitly. The code will be ignored when replication
restarts.

To restore the replicate file to normal status, use the “Reset Error” utility function. Ensure that the
failure cause has been corrected before resetting the error code; see the Reset Error State for
Replicate File function. Error codes for database errors are in the Natural message range 3001-
3255. See Specify Master File Databases in Installing the Entire Transaction Propagator (Installation for
z/OS and Installation for z/VSE documentation), for more information.

If a catastrophic error occurs (the job or session has been cancelled) while the replication task is
using a replicate one ormore replicate files remainmarked as being “in use”. Replicate files which
are designated “in use” are not resynchronized; this prevents parallel access by different tasks.
To restore the state of the replicate file, use the Reset Replicate File In-Use State function.

The task reports the number of replicate files which are in error status, or in use. Use theDisplay
Error Log for Replicate Files function to show which files are in error.

If, however, the error report does not provide you with enough information to correct the error,
proceed as described under the heading Reporting ETP Errors.

Displaying the Replicate Database Summary

The replication task displays a summary of the activities the task performs on processed replicate
databases. This summary information can be usefulwhen rearrangingmaster and logfile definitions
to improve replication performance. This summary is not displayed if an error occurs.
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Processing of Replication Task Messages

The subprogram WADUSER3 is used to display all messages issued by the replication task. WADUSER3
can be modified to filter the task messages and, if desired, send them directly to the operator
console. For more information about the WADUSER3 subprogram, which is delivered in source form
with ETP, see Installing the Entire Transaction Propagator in the Installation for z/OS and Installation
for z/VSE documentation.

Replicate Transactions

You must use the following screen function to manually replicate master file changes to either all
or selected replicate files.

By either entering the Replicate Transactions direct command REP TR or selecting the R task on
the ETPmain menu, the screen shown below appears.

The Replicate Transactions Screen

23:59:59 ***** ENTIRE TRANSACTION PROPAGATOR ***** 2000-12-24
Replicate transactions

Log file and replicate database range

DBID FNR
First log file ......* _____1 _____1
Last log file ......* ___254 ___255
First replicate DB ..* _____1
Last replicate DB ..* ___254

Self-restart interval .............................. ________ (hh:mm:ss)
Number of updates for which ETs are to be skipped .. __200
Number of READs before STOP TASKS flag is checked .. _1000
User-specific ET data processing N (Y/N)

Command ===>
Enter-PF1---PF2---PF3---PF4---PF5---PF6---PF7---PF8---PF9---PF10--PF11--PF12---

Help Menu Exit Last Flip Tech Canc

The screen fields and their possible settings are described in the following table:
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Screen Field Description

Enter the database ID (DBID) and file number (FNR) of the first (inclusive) or only
log file for which the replication task is to be started. To start a task for only one

First Log File
DBID/FNR

log file on a database, enter the database ID and file number in both these fields
and in the “Last Log File” DBID/FNR fields. The default (database 1/file 1) in this
field and the “Last Log File” field default select all master/replicate files. If you
enter a wild card in either the database ID or file number field, a window appears
that lists all selected log files. You can select only one file.

Enter the database ID and file number of the last (inclusive) or only log file for
which the replication task is to be started. The default (database 65535/file 65535)

Last Log File
DBID/FNR

in this field and the “First Log File” field default select all files. If you enter a wild
card in either the database ID or file number field, a window appears that lists all
selected log files. You can select only one file.

Enter the database ID of the first/last (inclusive) or only replicate database towhich
the replication task will apply transactions of the selected log files. If you enter a

First/Last Replicate
DBID

wild card in either the database ID, a window appears that lists all selected
databases. You can select only one database.

Specify the elapsed time between restarts of the replication task. If this field is left
blank, no restart interval applies. Valid values range “00:00:01” through “24:00:00”.

Self-Restart Interval

Enter the count of update calls to the master file for which corresponding ET calls
to the replicate file's databasewill not to be made. Each ET issued to the master file

Number of updates for
which ETs are to be
skipped results in a corresponding ET call to the replicate file's database, preceded by

updates to the affected confirmation files. With this count (n), you can specify that
the first n update calls to the master file will not result in ET calls to the replicate
file's database. If an ET is not issued, the confirmation files are also not updated.
The default (0) means that no ET calls to the replicate file's database are skipped.
When the specified count of calls has been skipped, the calls begin and continue
until the next ET call to themaster file. The count is then reset, and skipping begins
anew.

This number is the count of READ callsmade before ETP checks for a user-requested
stop for all asynchronous tasks. If asynchronous tasks are to be stopped, execution
ends after the next ET command.

Number of READs
before
STOP TASKS flag is
checked

Specify Y (yes) to perform an explicit Adabas OP ET processing command for the
replicate files to set the ET user ID of a userwho updates themaster file. The default

User-Specific ET data

is N (no). Skipping ETs is not possible when user-specific ET data processing is
desired.
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Function Description

The ETP asynchronous tasks resynchronize replicate files with their master files only when the
tasks are started/restarted. If no self-restart interval is defined for the replicate transactions or if
no ET time user program starts the task, you must start the task manually (see the Replicate
Transactions function) to apply any unapplied master file changes to the replicate files. This
function stops all active tasks at a point where no interruption occurs for the resynchronization
process.

Note: Asynchronous tasks that clean up log files are affected by this function in the same
way.

Control Execution of Asynchronous Tasks Screen

By either entering the COntrol TAsk direct command or selecting the CO task on the ETP main
menu, the Control Execution of Asynchronous Tasks screen appears.

The Control Execution of Asynchronous Tasks Screen

23:59:59 ***** ENTIRE TRANSACTION PROPAGATOR ***** 2000-12-24
Control execution of asynchronous tasks

To stop all asynchronous tasks which use the current
administration file, enter Y below. All executing tasks
are stopped when they finish execution on their assigned
range of files. If any task is started or self-restarted
before task execution is re-enabled, the task is stopped
immediately.
Note: Asynchronous task control affects tasks that

- replicate transactions
- clean up log files.

To re-enable execution of asynchronous tasks, enter N
below, save the change and restart the tasks manually.

Stop all asynchronous tasks N (Y/N)

Command ===>
Enter-PF1---PF2---PF3---PF4---PF5---PF6---PF7---PF8---PF9---PF10--PF11--PF12---

Help Menu Exit Last Flip Tech Canc
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Screen Field Description

Specify Y to stop all tasks under control of the active administration file.
Setting this value to N re-enables (but does not restart) the tasks.

Stop all Asynchronous Tasks
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Function Description

A transaction that changes the master file is logged in the master file's log file to be applied later
to the replicate files. After ETP applies the transactions to the replicate files, you can remove the
completed transactions from the log file using this function.

Clean Up Log File

By either entering the Cleanup Logfile direct command CL or selecting the CL task on the ETPmain
menu, the Clean Up Log File screen appears.

The Clean Up Log File Screen

23:59:59 ***** ENTIRE TRANSACTION PROPAGATOR ***** 2000-12-24
Clean up log file

DBID FNR
First log file to be processed ..* _____1 _____1
Last log file to be processed ..* ___254 ___255

Time stamp or time value for last transaction to be deleted

Time stamp .. A6A6BDBD561F6000 (hexadecimal value)
Time ........ 1992-11-26 10:07:29.3 (yyyy-mm-dd hh:mm:ss.t)

Refresh file if all transactions are replicated .... N (Y/N)
Self-restart interval .............................. (hh:mm:ss)
Number of updates for which ETs are to be skipped .. 0
Number of READs before STOP TASKS flag is checked .. 1000

Command ===>
Enter-PF1---PF2---PF3---PF4---PF5---PF6---PF7---PF8---PF9---PF10--PF11--PF12---

Help Menu Exit Last Flip Tech Canc
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Screen Field Description

Enter the beginning database ID and file number of the first (inclusive) or only
log file for which replicated transactions are to be deleted. If you enter a wild

First log file to be
processed
(DBID/FNR) card in either the database ID or file number field, a window appears from

which you can select a single log file.

Enter the ending database ID and file number of the last (inclusive) or only log
file for which replicated transactions are to be deleted. If you wish to specify

Last log file to be processed
(DBID/FNR)

only one log file on one database, enter that DBID/file number in both this field
and in the Start DBID/FNR field. If you enter awild card in either the database
ID or file number field, a window appears from which you can select a single
log file.

You can limit deletion to all transactions up to and including a time earlier than the current time
by entering that earlier time in one of the following fields:

Enter a valid time stamp as stop time. Transactions that are time-stamped with a
later (newer) time will not be deleted. If you enter a time stamp value here, do not

Time stamp

enter a date/time value in the next field. The default is the current time (the time
when you called this screen).

Enter a valid date/time value for the confirmation file. Transactions that are
time-stampedwith a later (newer) timewill not be deleted. If you enter a date/time

Time

value here, do not enter a time stamp value in the previous field. The default is
the current time (the time when you called this screen).

Entries in the Time field are first converted to the time stamp value and then back
to normal notation. This conversion can result in a value slightly different from
the entered value.

If you specify Y, ETP refreshes the log file when all transactions are applied to all
replicate databases. Because updating the Adabas index for deletions is quite

Refresh file if all
transactions are
replicated resource consuming, refreshing a file is much more efficient than deleting all

transactions separately. Note that to use this option, the ADALOD parameter
PGMREFRESH=YESmust have been specified when the log file was created. The
default is N, meaning no automatic refresh of the log file occurs.

Note that it is impossible to refresh a log file that is also used as an administration
or confirmation file.

Specify the elapsed time between restarts of the clean-up task. If this field is left
blank, no restart interval applies. Valid values range 00:00:01 through 24:00:00.

Self-Restart Interval

Enter the count of update calls to the log file for which corresponding ET callswill
not be made. With this count (n), you can specify that the first n update calls to the
log file will not result in ET calls.
The default (0) means that no ET calls to the replicate file's database are skipped.
When the specified count of calls has been skipped, the calls begin and continue

Number of updates for
which ETs are to be
skipped

until the next ET call to themaster file. The count is then reset, and skipping begins
anew.
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This number is the count of READ callsmade before ETP checks for a user-requested
stop for all asynchronous tasks. If asynchronous tasks are to be stopped, execution
ends after the next ET command.

Number of READs
before
STOP TASKS flag is
checked

Processing of Clean-Up Task Messages

The subprogram WADUSER3 is used to display all messages issued by the clean-up task. WADUSER3
can be modified to filter the task messages and, if desired, send them directly to the operator
console. For more information about the WADUSER3 subprogram, which is delivered in source form
with ETP, see Installing the Entire Transaction Propagator in the Installation for z/OS and Installation
for z/VSE documentation.
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Function Description

Checking cross-references, or “X-refing”, for transactions displays the state of the transactions
contained in the selected log file or files. The resulting information showswhich transactions have
been applied to which replicate database files and, if applicable, special replicate file states (“in
use”, “error”, etc.).

X-Ref Transaction State Screen

By either entering the Xref TRansactions direct command or selecting the X option on themain
menu, the “X-Ref Transaction State” screen appears.

The X-Ref Transaction State Screen

23:59:59 ***** ENTIRE TRANSACTION PROPAGATOR ***** 2000-12-24
X-Ref transaction state

DBID FNR
Log file ..........* ______ ______

Information level .. 1 (1=short, 3=extended)

Printer name ....... ________ (' ' = terminal)

Command ===>
Enter-PF1---PF2---PF3---PF4---PF5---PF6---PF7---PF8---PF9---PF10--PF11--PF12---

Help Menu Exit Last Flip Tech Canc

To cross-reference check a log file, enter the information in the fields as described below. To display
a master file's definition without log or replicate file information, enter the Display Master direct
command DI MA on the command line at the bottom of the current screen.
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Screen Field Description

Enter the database ID and file number of the log file youwant cross-reference checked. If you
enter awild card in either the database ID or file number field, a window appears fromwhich
you can select one or more log file definitions to check.

Log File
DBID/FNR

specifies the amount of information to be displayed for every selected log file. The higher the
level, the more information is displayed and the more database calls and processor time is
required to provide the requested information:

Information
Level

Display the date/time of the last transaction applied
to the replicate databases.

1

Same as 1, but additionally displays date/time of the
generation of the last transaction in the log file.

2

Same as 2, but additionally displays the number of
transactions that are still unreplicated.

3

To print out the information for the selectedmaster files, enter a valid printer ID here. Leaving
this field blank causes the resulting information to be displayed on your terminal.

Printer
Name

X-Ref Transaction State User Application Programming Interface

With correction ET15205 applied to ETPVersion 1.5.2, the user application programming interface
(API) WADUSR4N is available which provides information similar to the Xref TRansactions direct
commanddescribed above. Instead of displaying the available information on the screen, WADUSR4N
returns the information in output parameters.

In addition to the subprogram WADUSR4N, the following Natural objects are also delivered:

■ parameter data area WADUSR4A, which describes the input and output parameters of subprogram
WADUSR4N,

■ program WADUSR4P, which contains a sample call to WADUSR4N.

WADUSR4A and WADUSR4P are delivered in source form in library SYSETP, whereas WADUSR4N is de-
livered as a cataloged object in library SYSETP.

Because WADUSR4N uses ETP service routines, it must either be called from library SYSETP or have
library SYSETP as a steplib library.
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This document describes certain ETPmaintenance functions that are not performed often, if at all;
some of these are operations that should only be performed after careful consideration.

Special Functions Screen

By either entering the SPecial direct command or selecting the S option on the ETPmain menu,
the Special Functions screen appears.

The Special Functions Screen

23:59:59 ***** ENTIRE TRANSACTION PROPAGATOR ***** 2000-12-24
Special Functions

DI Display transactions
DE Delete transactions
MC Modify confirmation file time stamp
MS Modify system profile
MU Modify user profile
CD Check definitions for performance problems
CA Change to another administration file

Command ===>
Enter-PF1---PF2---PF3---PF4---PF5---PF6---PF7---PF8---PF9---PF10--PF11--PF12---

Help Menu Exit Last Flip Tech Canc

Display Transactions

By either entering the DIsplay TRansactions direct command or selecting the DI option on the
Special Functions selection menu, the Display Transactions screen appears.
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The Display Transactions Screen

23:59:59 ***** ENTIRE TRANSACTION PROPAGATOR ***** 2000-12-24
Display transactions

DBID FNR
Log file ......* ______ ______

Time stamp or time start value for display
Time stamp ..* 0000000000000000> (hexadecimal value)
Time ........* 1900-01-01 00:00:00.0> (yyyy-mm-dd hh:mm:ss.t)

Mark to display additional data for selected ETs
Control block (CB) ............................ _
Format buffer (FB) ............................ _
Record buffer (RB) ............................ _
CB, FB, RB as selected for all DB operations .. _

Printer name .. ________ (' ' = terminal)

Command ===>
Enter-PF1---PF2---PF3---PF4---PF5---PF6---PF7---PF8---PF9---PF10--PF11--PF12---

Help Menu Exit Last Flip Tech Canc

By default, a window appears that displays only the ET timestamps of previously logged transac-
tions. If youwant theCB (Control Block), RB (Record Buffer), or FB (Format Buffer) to be displayed
for the entry, mark the appropriate fields in the screen. To display the marked data for all DB op-
erations, mark the CB, FB, RB... screen entry.

Screen Field Description

Enter the database ID andfile number of the log file forwhich youwant transactions
displayed. If you use wild card notation for the log file, a window appears which
allows you to select a single log file for which the transactions are to be displayed.

Log file DBID/FNR

Enter either the hexadecimal ET time stamp to display a specific log file entry, or
enter a wild card to display a list of all log file entries having time stamp values that

Time Stamp

meet the selection criterion. If you enter a value here, do not enter a time value in
the next field.
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Enter a valid ET date/time to limit the displayed log file entry, or enter a wild card
to display a list of all log file entries having time values that meet the selection
criterion. If you enter a value here, do not enter a time stamp value in the field above.

Note: Entries in the Time field are first converted to the time stamp value and then
back to normal notation. This conversion can result in a value slightly different from
the entered value.

Time

Mark this field with any non-blank character to display the Adabas Control Block.Control Block

Mark this field with any non-blank character to display the Adabas Format Buffer.Format Buffer

Mark this field with any non-blank character to display the Adabas Record Buffer.Record Buffer

Mark this selection with any non-blank character if you also want to display the
data selected in the above fields for all STORE, UPDATE and DELETE operations.

CB, FB, RB ...
for all DB Operations

To print out the log file entries, enter a valid printer ID here. Leaving this field blank
causes the information to be displayed on your terminal.

Printer Name

Delete Transactions

By either entering the DElete TRansactions direct command or selecting the DE option on the
Special Functions selection menu, the Delete Transactions screen appears.
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The Delete Transactions Screen

23:59:59 ***** ENTIRE TRANSACTION PROPAGATOR ***** 2000-12-24
Delete transactions

DBID FNR
Log file ........................* ______ ______

Time stamp or time start value for display
Time stamp ..* 0000000000000000> (hexadecimal value)
Time ........* 1900-01-01 00:00:00.0> (yyyy-mm-dd hh:mm:ss.t)

Command ===>
Enter-PF1---PF2---PF3---PF4---PF5---PF6---PF7---PF8---PF9---PF10--PF11--PF12---

Help Menu Exit Last Flip Tech Canc

Caution: The “Delete Transactions” function allows you to remove log file entries that have
not been completed as well as those that have. Removing uncompleted transactions can cause
loss of master/replicate file integrity. To remove only completed transactions, use theClean
Up Log File function.

Selection of transactions is restricted to the entries for a single log file. If you usewild card notation
for the log file, a window appears which allows you to select a single log file for which the trans-
actions are to be displayed.

Screen Field Description

Enter the database ID and file number of the log file for which File DBID/FNR
transactions are to be deleted. If you usewild card notation for the log file, awindow

Delete Entries for Log

appears which allows you to select a single master file for which the transactions
can be deleted.

The following Time Stamp and Time fields allow you to select transactions to be deleted, either
individually or after a specific time:
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Enter either the hexadecimal ET time stamp to delete a specific transaction, or enter a wild
card to display a list of all transactions having time stamp values that meet the selection
criterion. If you enter a value here, do not enter a time value in the next field.

Time Stamp

Enter a valid ET date/time to limit the transactions displayed for deletion, or enter a wild card
to display a list of all transactions having time values that meet the selection criterion. If you
enter a value here, do not enter a time stamp value in the field above.

Note: Entries in the Time field are first converted to the time stamp value and then back to
normal notation. This conversion can result in a value slightly different from the entered
value.

Time

This function displays a list of all transactions for a single specified log file:

The Delete Log File Entries for Master File Window

23:59:59 ***** ENTIRE TRANSACTION PROPAGATOR ***** 2000-12-24
Delete transactions

+------------------------Transactions-----------------------+
! !

Log file ! -------------------Log File (10,135) ---------------- !
! Time stamp Time Replicated !
! 0000000000000000> 1900-01-01 00:00:00.0> (Y/N) !
! _ A691B22513246901 1992-11-09 16:23:47.8 Y !

Time stam! _ A691B65A8DFDCE01 1992-11-09 16:42:37.6 Y !
Time st! !
Time ..! !

! !

Modify Confirmation File

ETP keeps information about replicated transactions in a confirmation file for the replicate files.
Using this function, you can change the confirmation file time stamp.

Caution: You should use this function under special conditions and with extreme care, only
to modify a replicate file's time stamp; otherwise, the integrity of the replicate file can be
destroyed.

By either entering the MOdify Confirmation direct command or selecting the MC option on the
Special Functions selection menu, the Modify Confirmation File screen appears.
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The Modify Confirmation File Screen

23:59:59 ***** ENTIRE TRANSACTION PROPAGATOR ***** 2000-12-24
Modify confirmation file time stamp

DBID FNR
Replicate file ..* ______ ______

Time stamp or time value of confirmation file

Time stamp .. _____________________ (hexadecimal value)
Time ........ _____________________ (yyyy-mm-dd hh:mm:ss.t)

Command ===>___________________________________________________________________
Enter-PF1---PF2---PF3---PF4---PF5---PF6---PF7---PF8---PF9---PF10--PF11--PF12---

Help Menu Exit Last Flip Tech Canc

When the screen is first displayed, all fields except the replicate file DBID/file number are protected
against updating. After you enter a valid DBID/file number, those fields are then protected against
updating, but all other fields can be changed. To change your original DBID/file number selection,
you must exit and then reselect the screen.

Screen Field Description

Enter the database ID and file number of the replicate filewhose confirmation file time stamp
you want to modify. If you enter a wild card in either the database ID or file number field,

Replicate file
DBID/FNR

a window appears from which you can select a single replicate file definition whose time
stamp you want to modify.

Enter a valid time stamp for the confirmation file. If you enter a time stamp value here, do
not enter a date/time value in the next field. The initial value of this field is the current time
stamp of the confirmation file.

Time stamp

Enter a valid date/time value for the confirmation file. If you enter a date/time value here,
do not enter a date/time value in the previous field. ETP converts any time value you enter
to a hexadecimal time stamp value, which ETP uses for all comparisons.

Note: Entries in the Time field are first converted to the time stamp value and then back to
normal notation. This conversion can result in a value slightly different from the entered
value.

Time
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Modify System Profile

The ETP operating profile, defined when the administration file is first installed, permits you to
set parameters that apply to all definitions contained in the administration file.

The Modify System Profile Screen

23:59:59 ***** ENTIRE TRANSACTION PROPAGATOR ***** 2000-12-24
Modify system profile

Parameters for program start after master file ET

Name of program to be started ................ HUGO____
Terminal ID (used for CICS only) ............. NOWHERE_

Verify transaction consistency during logging .. N (N/Y)

Command ===>
Enter-PF1---PF2---PF3---PF4---PF5---PF6---PF7---PF8---PF9---PF10--PF11--PF12---

Help Menu Exit Last Flip Tech Canc

By either entering the Modify Sysprof direct command or selecting the MS task on the Special
Functions menu, the Modify System Profile screen. The screen fields and their possible settings
are:

Screen Field Description:

Parameters for program start after master file ET:
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Specify the name of the user program you want ETP to run after to be Started each
ET commandperformed on amaster file. Themaster file's definition (seeAddMaster

Name of Program

File Definition screen orModify Master File Definition screen) must enable the
user program call. Only one user program can be defined. For more information,
see ET-Time User Program.

(CICS only) Specify the terminal ID when the user program defined above runs
under CICS.

Terminal ID

If, during logging, youwant ETP to verify that allmaster files during logging updated
in the same transaction have the same log file assigned, specify “Y”. If multiple

Verify transaction
consistency

master fileswith different log files are updated by a single transaction, the consistency
of the transaction during replication cannot be preserved. If you specify “N” (no,
the default), transaction consistency is not checked.

Modify User Profile

Certain ETPmaintenance utility tasks display confirmation windows before executing. These Are
you sure?...windows are always displayed for those functions unless you disable them for the
individual user's profiles. This “ModifyUser Profile” function lets you control the various confirm-
ation windows.

By either entering the Modify Userprof direct command or selecting the MU task on the Special
Functionsmenu, theModifyUser Profilescreen appears. The screen fields and their possible settings
are:
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The Modify User Profile Screen

23:59:59 ***** ENTIRE TRANSACTION PROPAGATOR ***** 2000-12-24
Modify user profile

Profile for user HAL

Display a window before EXIT, CANCEL, MENU .. Y (Y/N)

Display a window before DELETE, RESET........ Y (Y/N)

Display a window before SAVE, EXECUTE ....... Y (Y/N)

Command ===>
Enter-PF1---PF2---PF3---PF4---PF5---PF6---PF7---PF8---PF9---PF10--PF11--PF12---

Help Menu Exit Last Flip Tech Canc

Note: The default values shown in the figure above are the original values effective at in-
stallation for all users, and are displayed when you first select the screen. The field descrip-
tions below describe how to display the current settings for a specific user.

Screen Field Description

Enables the confirmation window before the current EXIT screen, CANCEL,
and MENU (return to the main menu) functions. An example of a confirmation

Display a window before
EXIT, CANCEL, MENU

window that appears, if enabled (Y), is shown under the heading Dialogue
Functions.

Enables the confirmationwindow before one of the following objects is actually
deleted; - master file definition - replicate file definition - logged transactions
in the log file - the in-use or error indication is reset for a replicate file

Display a window before
DELETE, RESET

Enables the confirmation window before either the SAVE (current data) or
EXECUTE (specified program).

Display a window before
SAVE, EXECUTE

The following applies:

■ When the EXIT or MENUdialogue functions are executed and the confirmationwindow is disabled,
any selected functions are performed directly before the dialogue functions are performed.
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■ When the CANCEL dialogue function is executed and the confirmation window is disabled, any
selected functions are not performed before the CANCEL dialogue function is performed.

■ When the confirmationwindow for deleting or resetting objects is disabled, the objects are deleted
or the flags are reset directly before any dialogue function or direct command is performed.

■ When the SAVE or EXECUTE confirmation window is disabled, the dialogue functions are per-
formed.

■ Direct commands imply execution of the EXIT dialogue function.

Check Definitions for Performance Problems

To check your master and replicate file definitions for potential performance problems, use the
Check Definitions... function. “Potential” problems are problems that are reported by the
function but that may not actually occur due to, say, a low update frequency of the log file. How-
ever, the hints given by the Check definitions... function should be checked carefully.

The Change Administration File Screen

23:59:59 ***** ENTIRE TRANSACTION PROPAGATOR ***** 2000-12-24
Check definitions for performance problems

Display definition xref .. N (Y/N)
Printer name .............

(' ' = terminal)

Command ===>
Enter-PF1---PF2---PF3---PF4---PF5---PF6---PF7---PF8---PF9---PF10--PF11--PF12---

Help Menu Exit Last Flip Tech Canc

By either entering the CHEck Definitions direct command or selecting the CD task on the Special
Functions menu, the Change Administration File screen appears.
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Screen Field Description

If Y (yes) is specified, all master and replicate file definitions are summarized to
show their relationships and to give an overview.

Display definition xref

To print out the check results, enter a valid printer ID here. Leaving this field blank
causes the information to be displayed on your terminal.

Printer Name

Change Administration File

Use the “Change Administration File” function to specify a new administration file for the ETP
environment. You can use this function to switch back and forth among different administration
files from within the same application at a single node.

By either entering the CHAnge Administration direct command or selecting the CA task on the
Special Functions menu, the “Change Administration File” screen appears.

The Change Administration File Screen

23:59:59 ***** ENTIRE TRANSACTION PROPAGATOR ***** 2000-12-24
Change administration file

DBID FNR
Current administration file ... 10 152
New administration file .. ______ ______

Command ===>
Enter-PF1---PF2---PF3---PF4---PF5---PF6---PF7---PF8---PF9---PF10--PF11--PF12---

Help Menu Exit Last Flip Tech Canc
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Screen Field Description

These fields show the database ID and file number of the administration file
that is currently active.

Current administration file
DBID/FNR

Enter the database ID and file number of the file you want to become the new
administration file.

New administration file
DBID/FNR
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This document describes the use of the Execute a Natural Command function.

Function Description

The Execute a Natural Command function allows you to execute a Natural command or run a
Natural program from the ETP maintenance utility.

Invoking and Using the Function

By either entering the Natural direct command or selecting the N task on the ETP main menu, the
Execute a Natural Command screen appears.

The Execute a Natural Command Screen

23:59:59 ***** ENTIRE TRANSACTION PROPAGATOR ***** 2000-12-24
Execute a NATURAL command

Enter a NATURAL system command or the name of a NATURAL program
located in a steplib and press Enter for execution

Command .... _________________________________________________________________

Command ===>
Enter-PF1---PF2---PF3---PF4---PF5---PF6---PF7---PF8---PF9---PF10--PF11--PF12---

Help Menu Exit Last Flip Tech Canc
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Screen Field Description

Specify the Natural command or “steplib” program to be run.Command

When you press Enter, ETP executes the command or program.

When completed, the command or program returns you to this screen.
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ETP Restart and Recovery Behaviour

Following any error, ETP automatically attempts to recover from the error and continue with the
operation without any operator intervention. Of course, whether or not intervention is needed
depends on the type of error.

General Errors that Can Occur

There are five general types of possible errors:

■ Inaccessible master file (or its database), but with an intact Adabas log;
■ Inaccessible master file (or its database), and a damaged Adabas log;
■ Damaged replicate file (or its database) that is restorable to its current state;
■ Damaged replicate file (or its database) that needs to be restored to an earlier status;
■ The administration file has lost integrity, and must be restored to an earlier status.

ETP uses the basic Adabas restart/recovery process to correct the errors that can be restored from
the undamaged Adabas log or master file. Such failures can be restored when the master
file/database is again available. In these cases, Adabas restart/recovery recovers all participating
databases and restores the integrity of themaster and its log file, and of the replicate files and their
confirmation files.

File Saving Requirements for Error Recovery

For those errors where a file must be restored to an earlier status, the file must first be restored
and then corrected from the Adabas log, using the Adabas restart/recovery facility. If, however,
a catastrophic (data-damaging) error makes such restoring impossible, you must restore the files
to an earlier state fromfile copies (obtainedwith theAdabas ADAULD or ADASAV utility). It is therefore
specially important to obtain copies of at least the most critical ETP files regularly.
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Critical File Saving Requirements

To permit restoring of lost or damaged files, the master, log and administration files, you must
obtain copies regularly with ADAULD or ADASAV. Second, only information from the time before the
master file was last copied should be deleted from the log file. The date and time when the copies
were made should be recorded to ensure that the most recent copy of each file is used, if it is
needed. The log file should always be copied at the same time as its master file.

Saving Replicate Files

If appropriate, replicate files and their confirmation files should also be copied using ADAULD or
ADASAV after the master file has been copied. This eases automatic recovery if there has also been
damage to a replicate file's Adabas log information. Copying the replicate files is not required
because the replicate files can be restored from the master/log file copy. The confirmation file
should always be copied at the same time as its replicate file, and the replicate file should always
be copied after its master file is copied.

When “partial replicate” files are damaged, you must use a copy of either the master file, the
partial replicate file itself or of a full replicate to restore the replicate file. If the partial replicate is
restored from the master or a full duplicate copy, you must perform reinitialization.

If a confirmation file is used bymultiple replicate files, copy all replicate files and the confirmation
file at the same time. If it becomes necessary to restore one of the files, all files must be restored.

Recovering from the General Types of Failures

The rest of the chapter describes the recommended procedures for restoring ETP operation after
one of the general failures summarized earlier. In any of the following cases, the general recovery
procedure is to:

1. Restore the data integrity of each database to themost recent level, using the autobackout/autore-
start facility of Adabas;

2. Ensure that all links between the master files and their replicate files are active and running.
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Case 1: Recovering from an Isolated Master/Replicate File or Database

If the master file or its database is not available but is fully operable, local processing of related
replicate files can still continue normally; that is, all read requests can be satisfied. In cases where
local updates are made to an isolated master file, the updates will be applied to each remote rep-
licate file by the replication task, once the isolation is removed and the task is restarted.

The figure below shows the general recovery sequence to followwhen a failure occurs that isolates
a master file from its replicate files. Such a failure is usually caused by the loss of a Net-Work (or
other comparable database interconnecting system's) link.
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Isolated Master/Replicate File Recovery Flowchart

Notes:

1. If the failure also caused an update transaction on a master file to end unsuccessfully (a non-
zero return code occurred), you must first ensure that all Adabas files are restored.
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2. When ET logic is used, Adabas automatically removes (“backs out”) the incomplete transaction
and restores the databases to their state before the failed transaction.

3. The ETP replication task or tasks resynchronize replicate files with their master files.
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Damaged Replicate/Confirmation File Recovery Flowchart

Notes:

1. If the Adabas file copy and the protection log cannot be used to restore the file, you must first
reload the replicate file from amaster or replicate copy and then initialize the file (see Installing
the Entire Transaction Propagator in the Installation for z/OS and Installation for z/VSE documenta-
tion).
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2. If the replicate file is restored to an earlier level than the master file, you must either rebuild
the replicate file to the level of the master, or reinstall the replicate file as in the “no” branch of
the flow.

3. Replace the damaged replicate file with a replicate or master file copy, and the confirmation
file with an appropriate copy.

4. The ETP replication task or tasks resynchronize replicate files with their master files.

If the failure not only isolated the master/replicate file but also interrupted an update transaction
that changed the master file, the Adabas autobackout/autorestart must first restore each affected
database to its pre-transaction state. Autobackout removes any changes made during the failed
transaction; autorestart then reruns the failed transaction to reapply the update to the master file.

If no update transaction was running when the failure occurred, you only need to re-establish the
link and start the replication task or tasks to restore the ETP file integrity. Tasks running with a
defined restart interval need not be restarted.

Case 2: Recovering from a Damaged Replicate/Confirmation File

For a failure that damages a replicate file or its confirmation file, you can usually recover the
damaged file or files with the protection log, the ADALOD utility, and using the file copy obtained
with the Adabas ADAULD or ADASAV utility to reconstruct the file to a recent state before the failure.
In most cases, however, it might be quicker to simply reload the replicate/confirmation file from
a recent copy.

Using the ETP maintenance utility, you can then restart the related replication task to apply un-
completed master file changes, if any, to the restored (and any other unsynchronized) replicate
file. The figure above shows the general recovery sequence for such a failure.

Case 3: Recovering from/Restoring a Damaged Log File

In this situation, the Adabas database's log for the master file has been damaged, preventing re-
covery. Here, one of the following must be performed:

■ Restore the log file from the Adabas PLOG and the log file copy obtained using the ADAULD or
ADASAV utility;

■ Reinstall the master/log files from an earlier level, reload the replicate files at that same level,
and then apply any pre-failure updates.

The figure below shows the sequence for recovering from a damaged log file.
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Damaged Log File Recovery Flowchart

Notes:

1. If the Adabas file copy and the protection log cannot be used to restore the log file, you must
refresh all replicate files, and then reinstall them anew (see Installing the Entire Transaction
Propagator in the Installation for z/OS and Installation for z/VSE documentation).
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2. If the log file is restored to an earlier level than the master file, you must rebuild the log file to
the level of the master.

3. Use a pre-failure copy of the master file as a source for loading both the master and replicate
files. See Saving Replicate Files.

4. The ETP replication task or tasks resynchronize replicate files with their master files.

Case 4: Restoring a Damaged Database and Master/Log File

If both the master and its log file have been irreparably damaged, the possible sources of a new
master/log file are:

■ Copy of the Adabas file, combined with the protection log;
■ Recent master/log file copy;
■ Full replicate file.

If the master and log files can be restored to their condition just before the failure by the Adabas
file copy/protection log recovery, then you can restart the ETP task for that file and repeat any
incompletemaster file transaction related to the failure. ETP should then resynchronize themaster
with its replicate files at the next restart of the replication task.

If, however, themaster/log files cannot be rebuilt to the pre-failure state youmust determinewhich
transactions are recoverable. Second, you must determine whether a recent master/log file copies
or an available “full duplicate” replicate file can be used to restore the master and log files to a
level to which the recoverable transactions can be applied to raise themaster/log files to their state
just before the failure.

Restoring the Master File

If there is a master file copy that is newer than the most recently resynchronized full duplicate
replicate file, you can use that master file copy to restore the master file. Otherwise, use that
newest replicate file as source for restoring both the master file and any other “older” replicate
files. After restoring themaster and affected replicate files, youmust reapply all update transactions
to the master file that are not already in the restored files. These reapplied transactions will be re-
flected in the replicate files when you restart an ETP replication task for that master file.
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Restoring the Log File

The log file should be restored from the same source and at the same level as the master file. Even
if the log is repairable at a newer level than the master file, there is a chance that it will not reflect
the master file state accurately. Therefore, you should always obtain copies of the master and log
files together, and the confirmation and replicate files together.
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Damaged Master and Log File Recovery Flowchart

Note: If the Adabas file copy and the protection log cannot be used to restore the log file,
you must refresh all replicate files, and then reinstall them anew (see Installing the Entire
Transaction Propagator in the Installation for z/OS and Installation for z/VSE documentation).
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Case 5: Recovering from a Damaged Administration File

Damaged Administration File Recovery Flowchart

Correcting NAT3400, NAT9988 and NAT3606 Errors

In some cases, a NAT3400 or NAT9988 error message can occur when ETP is run. The error does
not occur, however, when running Natural without ETP (that is, where the ETPNUCmodule and
Natural were not linked, or ETPNUC could not be dynamically loaded). This is usually caused by
one of the following:

■ Incorrectly linking ETP to Natural;
■ The required amount of ETPSIZE (approx. 7 KB) is not available.
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The figure below shows the general sequence for finding and removing the cause of a NAT3400
or NAT9988 error. See also Installing the Entire Transaction Propagator in the Installation for z/OS
and Installation for z/VSE documentation. For NAT3606 error correction, see Part 2 of the figure
below.
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Correcting a NAT3400/NAT3606 Error (Part 1 of 2)
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Correcting a NAT3400/NAT3606 Error (Part 2 of 2)
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Cause

If replicate files are not being updated with master file changes, the cause could be the failure of
ETP to log the master file changes in the log file.

If you look at the log file entries (use the Display Transactions function of the ETP maintenance
utility) and find that there are no entries in the log file, the cause could be either one of the following:

■ Master file not correctly defined;
■ ETP parameters in Natural parameter module or Natural start up parameters not correctly
specified.

Remedial Action

First, check themaster file definition (with themaintenance utility'sDisplayMaster FileDefinition
function) to ensure that the file has been correctly defined.

If it has, then specific installation parameters should be checked.

The figure below shows the sequence for correcting the logging problem:
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Correcting Unlogged Transactions

If no transactions have been replicated but the log file is not empty, check the replicate file defini-
tions.
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From the application and user viewpoint, ETP activities duringmaster file updating are absolutely
transparent; however, errors resulting from database calls issued by ETP are reported as though
the error had occurred for the application or user.

Isolating Call Errors with TEST DBLOG

If you suspect that an error occurred for one of the additional database calls issued by ETP, use
TEST DBLOG to track down the error. More specifically, use code S (snapshot) of TEST DBLOG to
pinpoint the error. You should set up TEST DBLOG before you invoke the program or application
for which the error occurs. TEST DBLOG can also be used in batch mode.

The following sample input could be used to identify the source of a response code 17, using
snapshot:

LOGON MYLIB Log on to the application library.
TEST DBLOG ? Issue the TEST DBLOG command.
S,,,,,,,17,9999 Input for TEST DBLOG.
MYPROG The application program during which the error occurred.

Now, the Adabas call that is shown is the one that received a response code 17.

Using TEST DBLOG in this way may also help to identify errors that occur while running the ETP
maintenance facility; however, almost all errors that occur during maintenance utility execution
provide the information listed above to the ETP administrator.

Automatic ETP Back-Out Transaction

In addition to supplying the information described above for an error during logging operations,
ETP also issues a Back out Transaction (BT) if a non-zero response code is returned for an ETP-issued
rather than the original call. A BT is also issued if the original call results in a NAT3600 - NAT3624
error.
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19 Using ETP with 3GL Programs

To handle Adabas direct calls issued by 3GL (COBOL, PL/I, etc.) programs, the Entire Transaction
Propagator provides an interface program, ETPDB3GL, which is part of ETPNUC. Because Adabas
call handling varies with the operating systems and TP monitors, it may be necessary for you to
write a program that passes Adabas calls to the ETPDB3GL interface program; this depends on your
installation requirements.

For 3GL programs running under CICS, the ETP Interface for CICS is available as a Natural add-
on product. For more information, see the section ETP Interface for CICS.

The ETPDB3GL interface program provides two ways for your 3GL programs to use the Entire
Transaction Propagator:

■ Invoking ETPDB3GL directly from your 3GL program, using changed Adabas calls;
■ Invoking ETPDB3GL from a user-written “pseudo-Adabas” program, using existingAdabas calls.

Using the interface requires initialization calls to provide ETPDB3GLwith information such as the
database ID andfile number of the administration file. In addition to the normalAdabas parameters,
you must also provide a storage area as work storage.

Let's assume that your 3GL program now contains calls to Adabas similar to the following:

.

.
CALL ADABAS (CB,FB,RB,SB,VB,IB)

.

.

Here, all program calls are issued directly to Adabas, as shown in the following figure:
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3GL Call Schema for Non-Entire Transaction Propagator Programs

With the Entire Transaction Propagator and the ETPDB3GL interface program, you now have two
possibilities to pass calls:

1. Change your 3GL programs to call the interface module ETPDB3GL instead of Adabas; that is,
instead of CALL ADABAS, code CALL ETPDB3GL. Include the initialization calls and modify all
other Adabas calls so that they look like the following:

.

.
CALL ETPDB3GL (CB,FB,RB,SB,VB,IB,WORKAREA)

.

.

- where WORKAREA is the required work storage for the Entire Transaction Propagator. Now,
your programs have the following call logic:
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3GL Entire Transaction Propagator Calling with Changed Adabas Calls

* The initialization parameters are described in the sample program which is provided in data
set ETPvrs.SRCE.

2. Write a program that accepts Adabas calls, performs initialization calls to ETPDB3GL, and passes
all Adabas calls to ETPDB3GL (see figure above). Name the program ADABAS, and link it to your
application programs. You may need to change your “compile and link” JCL to ensure that
your application will always pass Adabas calls to the interface.

This user-written program ADABAS provides all necessary information to ETPDB3GL. It also must
provide the address of the “real” Adabas, which is usually an entry point in the normal Adabas
interface (for example, ADAUSER). To avoid linkage editor errors caused bymultiple entry points
for the name ADABAS, you may also have to use the linkage editor to change the normal Adabas
interface.

With this alternative for passing calls, you do not need to change your 3GL programs. Note,
however, that the program ADABASmust also specify work storage as in choice [1], above.
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3GL Entire Transaction Propagator Calling with Unchanged Adabas Calls

* The initialization parameters are described in the sample program which is provided in data
set ETPvrs.SRCE.

A sample program using this second alternative for z/OS batch mode is provided in data set
ETPvrs.SRCE. This sample program also contains the description of the interface to program
ETPDB3GL. This alternative has the call logic shown in the figure above.

Both alternatives require you to link the module ETPNUC to all your applications for which Entire
Transaction Propagator services will be used; ETPNUC contains the interface program ETPDB3GL.

Note that ETPDB3GL cannot handle the new ACBX control block format as available with Adabas
Version 8; if such a control block is encountered, an error is returned to the caller of ETPDB3GL
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immediately, regardless if the control block specifies a database ID that is defined as an ETP
database with the ETP3PARMmacro or not.
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20 Reporting ETP Errors

If you find an error that occurs:

■ during execution of the replication task;
■ while using the ETP maintenance utility;
■ while running aNatural application that uses a database defined as an ETP database by an NTDB
macro call.

- and it is not possible to determine and correct the error by, for example, following the procedures
described in the ETP documentation or by using the information provided in the error messages
(if any were issued), you should provide Software AG support personnel with the following in-
formation:

■ The operating and TP system on which the error occurred;
■ The ETP, Natural and Adabas release and version;
■ If installed, the Natural Security release and version;
■ Printout of the error information provided by ETP (for example, the report from the replication
task, a copy of the screen display);

■ A list of INPLs or zaps applied to ETP;
■ If the error occurred during access to a replicate file's database, the operating system andAdabas
release and version of that database.

■ If requested by Software AG, a list of your master and replicate file definitions as obtained by
means of the CHECK DEFINITIONS direct command.
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This documentation describes the ETP Interface for CICS (ETC) for installing and running ETP
with CICS.

ETP allows Adabas users to have duplicate, or replicate, database files in a single database or
distributed network. The copies can be distributed throughout a network to provide quick, eco-
nomical access at user locations.

This documentation is intended for those who are planning for distributed database processing,
are looking for a solution that combines databases into a central database resource, or are installing
or already using a distributed Adabas/Net-work system.

For a list of the ABEND codes that can occur during the operation of ETC, refer to the Entire
Transaction Propagator Abend Codes in the NaturalMessages and Codes documentation.

For installation instructions, refer to Installing the ETP Interface for CICS in the Installation for z/OS
and Installation for z/VSE documentation.

Features, Enhancements and Corrections in ETC Version 1.5.2

This section describes the features, enhancements and corrections that apply to the Version 1.5.2
of the ETP Interface for CICS (ETC):

■ Error Corrections:
ETC Version 1.5.2 contains all Zaps applied to ETC Version 1.5.1 as error corrections.

■ Database IDs:
ETCnow supports DBIDs in the range of 1 to 65535. However, the value of 255 remains excluded.

■ Databases Defined in ETCPARM:
The number of databases that can be defined in the parametermodule ETCPARMhas been increased
to 512.

■ PUSERTO Defined in ETCPARM:
Themaximum value for the timeout of a PUSER slot has been increased to 570. The default value
for this parameter has been changed to 30.

Changes Planned for the Next Major Release of ETC

With the next major release of ETC (following Version 1.5), the support of the following features
will be discontinued:

■ Format buffer optimization (enabled by the parameter FBOPT in the ETCPARMmacro).
■ Adabas Support for SAP R/2 Application (enabled by the parameter SAP in the ETCPARMmacro).
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Restrictions of Use

When running the ETC, the following restrictions apply;

■ No changes can be made to the database ID or file number in the Adabas control block by
Adabas or ADALNC user exits;

■ You cannot specify a database as an ETP database in the Natural parameter module using the
NTDBmacro or dynamically at Natural startup; Natural calls to the Adabas database are also
trapped by ETC, which can cause unpredictable results when processed twice by ETP.

■ ETC expects that the Adabas parameter list is passed in the CICS TWA; Adabas parameter lists
in the COMMAREA are not supported.

■ Natural or 3GL applications runningwith ETC cannot run in a z/OSParallel Sysplex environment
where z/OS image switching is to be supported. Set the Natural profile parameter ADAMODE (see
the Parameter Reference documentation) to 0 or 3 to guarantee that Adabas calls issued by the
user application are correctly processed. CICS Plex support is limited to a single z/OS image.

■ ETC cannot be used to log Adabas database transactions issued by the Natural Development
Server CICS Adapter.

■ ETC cannot run in a threadsafe CICS environment, that is, CONCURRENCY(QUASIRENT)must be
set in the CICS program definition. Using CONCURRENCY(THREADSAFE)will lead to unpredictable
results.

■ ETC cannot handle the new control block format as available with Adabas Version 8; if such a
control block is encountered, an error is returned to the application that issued the database
call.

If the Adabas Bridge for VSAM is installed, AVBUSER MODE=ET should be specified.

Overview on ETC Operation

The figure below showshow3GLuser application programs,Natural andETC/ETPwork together
to use ETP services for logging Adabas database transactions.
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22 Glossary of ETP Terms

The terms defined here are referred to in the ETPdocumentation. For amore extensive list of terms
or for definitions of terms mentioned here that are not included in this glossary, refer to the
glossaries of the Adabas manuals listed in the introduction to this manual.

Adabas
Adabas (AdaptableDAtaBAse System)

Software AG's database product. The main parts of an Adabas database are the Data Storage
(Data), the Associator for tracking the data, theWork area for performing database operations
and holding interim results, Temp for general temporary storage, Sort for required sorting
operations, and the Protection Log (PLOG).

Adabas Control Block (CB)
The communication area for performing Adabas calls. This area comprises the fields where
user programs specify the command code, Adabas file number, etc.

Administration file
The Adabas file that contains definitions of the ETP master and replicate files and the ETP
operating profiles. To run ETP, an administration file must be defined for Natural which con-
tains all information about master and replicate files. This is done as described in the section
Define the Administration File in Installing the Entire Transaction Propagator in the Installation for
z/OS and Installation for z/VSE documentation.

Software AG recommends that the administration file be located on any database having an
ETP master file.

Asynchronous
An ETPmaster file and its replicate files are usually not updated simultaneously. The replicate
copies are instead resynchronized with the master file sometime after the master file update;
in other words, the replicate files are resynchronized asynchronous of the master file update.
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Confirmation file
The Adabas file that records the state of the replicate file as compared to the master file. At
least one confirmation file must be located on every physical database containing replicate
files.

Database Administrator (DBA)
Controls and manages the database resources. Tasks include defining database distribution,
assigning a structure and resources, creating and maintaining programming and operation
standards, ensuring high performance, resolving user problems, defining and teaching user
training, controlling database access and security, and planning for growth and the integration
of new database resource applications and system upgrades. Also known as the Database
Analyst.

Database
An Adabas database comprises Adabas files administered by the Adabas nucleus. The logical
components of an Adabas database are the Data, Associator, Work, TEMP and SORT.

DBID (database ID)
The numeric identifier of the physical Adabas database. Each physical database must have a
unique identifier. Depending onwhere it is applied or read, the DBID can be in either decimal,
hexadecimal or binary notation. When entered in the ETP maintenance utility menus, the
notation is always decimal.

Descriptor
A field in an Adabas file used as a reference. For each descriptor, Adabas creates an inverted
list in the Associator. Descriptors make it possible to read a file in logical sequence and to
formulate search criteria to find specific records. Descriptors can be defined as unique
descriptors, which means that each value of the descriptor may only occur once in a file. It is
also possible to define hyperdescriptors, subdescriptors, superdescriptors and phonetic
descriptors.

Distribution key
When you define replicate files having only a part (subset) of the records contained in the
master file, you must specify a field and value(s) or value range(s) to uniquely identify which
master file records the replicate file contains. The record field you specify becomes the distri-
bution key. The distribution key can be any arbitraryAdabas field (not necessarily a descriptor),
but cannot be a periodic group, a multiple-value field, or a phonetic descriptor. See also Key
value.

ET (End Transaction command)
All application programs that change an ETP master file must use Adabas ET logic. ET logic
is denoted by specifying an OP (Open) command to begin and an ET command to end the
transaction. ET logic ensures that all “housekeeping” is done (log data is stored, records are
released, etc.). If the following master file transaction fails, Adabas autobackout function can
more successfully restore all ETP files to their status before the unsuccessful transaction started.

Field, database
The smallest named unit of data information in the database. A field usually contains a “piece”
of information (last name, employee number, age, or similar). One or more fields, each having
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its own two-character name, make up a database record. A single Adabas record can contain
one or more of the following types of fields:
■ A elementary field contains one value;
■ A multiple-value field contains several “stacked” (from 1 to 65534, depending on the Adabas
version and definition of the FDT) values of identical data type, or occurrences, per record.
The “stack” grows or shrinks as values are added or removed. Multiple-value fields are
useful for holding repetitive informationwithin a single record (autos owned, multiple part
numbers for a single stock item);

■ A periodic group, which has the same “stack” structure as a multiple-value field, but the oc-
currences in the stack hold their relative positions. Specific positions must be specified for
new occurrences, and deleted occurrences leave vacant slots in the stack.

Field Definition Table (FDT)
A table that defines each file's record structure and content. There is one FDT for each database
file. FDTs, stored in the Associator's fixed area, have three parts: the first is a list of the file's
fields in physical record order, the second part is a “quick index” to the records in the first
part, and the third part defines the files sub/superfields and sub-/super-/hyper- and phonetic
descriptors.

FNR (file number)
The physical number of an Adabas file. An ETP master or replicate file is always specified by
its Adabas database ID (seeDBID) and file number.

Format Buffer (FB)
Holds the field definitions (formats and names) to or fromwhich data is written or read in the
Adabas database files.

Internal Sequence Number (ISN)
Every Adabas record is assigned an internal sequence number (ISN) to identify the record.
Each record keeps its original ISN, regardless of where it is located.

Records in a physical database file have four-byte ISNs ranging fromMINISN to MAXISN. In
replicated files, a record has the same ISN in all file copies. In partitioned files, the ISN ranges
are non-overlapping for each physical file.

Inverted list
A logically sorted list of theISNs for each field that is defined as a descriptor. The inverted lists
are located in the Adabas Associator.

Key value
A specific value/value range or combination of one or more values/value ranges that are in
the distribution key field of all the records in a “partial”(subset) replicate file. ETP uses the
distribution key and key value to determine whether or not a change to a particular master
file must be applied to the replicate file.
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Log file
The Adabas file that records the updatesmade to one ormoremaster files on the sameAdabas
database. ETP replication tasks look in the log file for change information when they resyn-
chronize replicate files with their master files.

Master file
The Adabas file used as a reference in an ETP replicate file set. Either the master or a replicate
file can be read by programs, but updates can only be made to the master file.

Multiple-value field
See also Field.

OP (Open command)
An Open (OP) command marks the beginning of an ET logic transaction.

Periodic group
A group of fields which can have several (0 to 99) occurrences within a record. See also Field
.

Phonetic descriptor
A phonetic descriptor makes it possible to search for a field value on the basis of the sound of
the value; all values that sound similar to the value will be found.

Physical database
A physical database identified by its database ID is defined with Adabas utilities. An Adabas
nucleus running in an address space allows access to the physical files in the physical database.

Physical file
A physical file contains database records. Each physical file is identified by a file number.

Record Buffer (RB)
The portion of the calling program's parameter area, called the User Buffer, that contains the
data transferred during Adabas read, search, and update operations. When reading data field
definitions, Adabas also returns the field definition information in the Record Buffer.

Replication task
A transaction that updates a replicate file or files with the changes recorded in the log file of
the related master file. Replication tasks are started from within the ETP maintenance utility.

Synchronous
A distributed database having absolute data integrity in replicate files must change all other
replicate copies at the same time when one copy has been changed. This synchronous updating
ensures that all copies are consistent at all times. ETP uses asynchronous control of replicate
files to reduce the overhead of maintaining replicate files while offering site-defined control
of the data integrity. See also Asynchronous.

Time stamp
The hexadecimal date/time notation that ETP uses to mark changes and other activity. When
entering a time value in the ETPmaintenance utility, you can enter the hexadecimal time stamp
found in the log file entry.
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User
A batch or on-line application program that makes Adabas calls.
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